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SHAKERS AND SHAKERISM.
late visit to the

their elders, filled

readers

Shakers

me with

a desire to lay before your

some account of these people

so interesting to the

thoughtful student of humanity, yet so

On

New

crow

flies

York,
from the Hudson, and

contiguous to the beautiful

hills

of Berkshire, in Massa-

the

as

chusetts, lies about six thousand acres of land
tilled

A
tor

owned and

lonely and peaceful scene expands before the
rides

visi-

through these well-tilled farms and

in-

workshops and dwellings. Along the street one
group of buildings succeed another, five in all, containing three hundred or more of both sexes and all ages.
Each group constitutes a family, presided over by two
men and two women, whose wisdom, patience, and

spects

tenderness are constantly challenged

more

in

administering

especially to the spiritual necessities of those under

They

their charge.
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I
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are assisted in the temporal affairs

by two deacons and two deaconesses, whose wisdom

is

The arrangements

cts.

commodious
and

for cooking

and sanitation they take the lead among

for comfort

progressive peoples.

The
Food

is

almost

table,

entirely

vegetarian,

fresh, abundant, exquisitely

with care and intelligence.

perfect.

is

cooked and served

Cereals, with the exception

of superfine flour, are cleansed and crushed in their
mills

and used

in a variety of

dairy and tons of

by the Shakers of Mt. Lebanon.

who

\

eating are admirable; in fact, in regard to appliances

understood.

little

the eastern boundarv of the State of

twenty miles

29, 1887.

and well ventilated.

the instance of one of

at

a Scientific Basis.

constructed of wood, brick and stone, are

BY HESTER M. POOLE.

A

Court.

in

ways.

fruit, deliciously

There

is

own

a large

prepared, are ranged

Woman's

storerooms for the winter's consumption.

work is simplified by curious machinery invented and
made by some of their leaders. All work, but none
overwork. Garments are homemade and until lately
woolen clothing was homespun and home-woven. An
abundance of spring watfr is carried into every building, ventilation and drainage are excellent and sickness
is almost a myth.
Cleanliness of the person and of their
It follows
dwellings is carried to its utmost extent.
that simplicity of furnishing is necessary, and that their
apartments,

in

comparison with those of the world, look

(

available in

matters pertaining to the good of the

all

society.

Yet

•

The

family

life is

that of a religious

communism,

the

intention being as far as possible, to preserve and per-

primitive

petuate

'

Body and

Christianity.

consecrated to this purpose.

It

is

are

soul

a part of their un-

written creed to study the laws of hygiene and conform
to

them,

earning,

to live in celibacy,

and

to exercise justice in the

owning and distribution of property.
them are neither bond nor free,

Among
poor.

All are incited to industry,

and there

fraternity,

is

such sentiments, which,

thrift,

a strong psychologic

when

rich

nor

generosity and

power

in

exercised by masses of

people, produces an influence that not even the stranger

within the gate can quite escape.

The despot or the
among those " gentle

would feel out of place
whose lives are a rebuke

millionaire
ascetics,"

to

that

greed, selfishness and love of luxury which

We

is

spirit

of

the curse

Mt. Lebanon several hundred people living in a simple, pure, wholesome manner, without the help of courthouse, jail, grog
of

modern

plain and bleak.

civilization.

find at

shops or the three professions, so that even from an external point of view,

Shaktrism

is

eminently successful.

All the buildings occupied by the respective families,

recreation and rest, sunshine and cheerfulness

are terms having real meaning.

"Age cannot

stale

nor

custom wither" men and women who live so near to
Acnature and in the exercise of such noble qualities.
cordingly they very generally appear to be from ten to

Many
twenty years younger than they really are.
reach extreme old age and finally pass away from the
natural decay of the body, with little sickness or pain.
The expression of the face is mild, benignant and
serene, sometimes approaching high spiritual beauty.

So much

for

the

basis of the scientific

religion

of the

body

Before reviewing their religious tenets
well to state that their origin
tionists

of Dauphind and

year 16S9.

— the

only

and enduring.

is

found

in

it

may be

the Revolu-

Nivarais, France, about the

Offshoots of the parent stock formed a

England in 1747; and two years prior to the
Declaration of Independence by the American colonies,

society in

Ann

Lee, with seven of her followers, landed on these

shores.

From the little spark brought over by them a fire
was kindled which vivified many souls, and in New
Lebanon over a century ago, these gathered together
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and

From

house for public worship.

built their first

"kingdom

ance of this

ments of progress.

in

Mother Ann, so-called from that tender maternal
love which would fain save a world from sin and suffering, was the first seer to enunciate the principle that the
Great First Cause is dual He and She Father and
Mother. It is certain that Theodore Parker obtained

—

his

as

—

conception of this deific attribute from the Shakers,

shown by

his

correspondence.

so generally accepted that

This duality

churchmen

literally

are apt to forget

manner

belief

about

Ranged

the central idea of Shakerism.

are others, not the result of dry reasoning, but

it

of experiences similar to those of Paul and the Pentacostal

Profoundly reverent by nature, they

church.

recognize a "divine afflatus," which

the inspiration of

This divine element they believe

development.

all real

is

has manifested itself whenever the condition of an indi-

from the beginthrough Moses, Isaiah, Swedenborg,

form of

was manifested

Ann

Lee.

and include among Bibles the Koran, Talmud,
to various nations.

men.

to all

world, so far as

declare the duality of the Deific Essence.
is

in the

accept the Christian Bible allegorically and

women " It is
we know," said

In regard to

woman

This, then,

woman

They discountenance war, never go to law among themselves, and aim to act in a just, humane and brotherly

Jewish Jehovah and the Christian God was
forceful, revengeful and on occasion hateful.
This one
sided Creator lacked all that sweet plentitude of womanly love, which united with a manhood of corresponding wisdom, would alone be worthy of reverence. And
Christendom waited seventeen centuries for a woman to
that the

second appear-

or the " Christ-Spirit"

Zendavesta and other books sacred

now

is

wave

and through

They

The

of heaven on earth."

that period they have acted as a leaven among' the ele-

man

"where
power as

Eldress Anna,

has absolutely the same freedom and

And the world may

in ever)' respect."

advent of woman's era
of

the only society in the

womanhood

shall usher in

if it

we found

as

at

well hail the

such noble types

Mt. Lebanon, hid under

the quaint cap and staid dress of the gentle sisterhood.

In regard to the future, Elder Evans has declared their

The

to be that "

and

church
with the

state

— are

old heavens

passing

fast

the old, earthly, civil governments, a
will

arise

—

now

even

is

arising

might, will predominate.
ine Republic.

Men

It will

in

material of

government
which right, not

civil

be purely secular, a genu-

women

a ad

will be citizens.

They

citizens will be free-holders.

by right of

—

War

sess the land

ning of

end of the old monarchical, theological earth.
In the new earth sexuality will be used only

down to the time of Mother Ann,
They declare that "the continu-

Whitfield and others

and even since then.

thirst,

human

product of honest

What

is

now known

as

modern Spiritualism

is

ac-

They assert that all phases of
mediumship were common among them several years

cepted by them as a

prior to the

first

fact.

rap heard at Hydeville and that

was then

to the general public

foretold.

phases, shorn of crudities and

In

its
its

monstrosities,

it

public worship.

A

inspired to sing a

new song

brother or a
to

sister at

new

such times

music, which,

down becomes a permanent possession. A large
book has been published consisting of these inspirational
hymns, which is in constant use.
They do not generally believe in the miraculous
written

was divine
in the sense of having power to rise above the lower
propensities.
His mission was "simply and fully to
manifest the divine attributes to man " more than any
birth or divinity of Jesus, hut consider that

other one

They

who

lie

has ever lived.

also believe that the

first

sweeping over the earth

after

with the Quakers.

mission

Its

wave of

deific light

the Reformation, began

was

to

the old."

"prepare the

world for the divine form of human society," or the

the

.

Purity of mind and body

A

in

it

is

necessary to Shakerism.

nothing of moroseness or
is maintained between

pleasant relation

by social meetings in
which reading, conversation and discussions upon topics
germane to the welfare of humanity take place. In
these, all who choose to do so, participate.

the brethren and sisters, fostered

Believing that

is

when

being

all,

young and

But virgin celibacy has

still

property,

— as those who will not work will
not be allowed to eat — will be for the good of
the

asceticism.

is

*

toil

higher

Witness the sweet, pathetic yet
simple melodies which come, "the gift of the spirit," as
they believe, to one or another, either in private or in

And

drunkenness.

not

advent

sometimes exhibited.

*

*

for repro-

duction; eating for strength, not gluttony; drinking for

ous revelations of truth will ever be the leading lines of
progress."

birth.

All

and poswill cease with the

will inherit

vidual or of society affbided occasion,
history

— united

away, dissolving

Out of the

of spiritual truth.

fire

and earth

human

theologies perish in the using,

while the revelations of truth are continuous and progressive, they earnestly

watch and wait for every sign

of the domination of the spirit of truth and justice over

falsehood in the government or in

that of error and

As

social life.

to

them, the

fall

man

of

orderly relationships," and the serpent

They

nature.

are strenuous in

consists in "disis

the sensuous

the advocacy of purity

and temperance. And here it may be said that the institution of marriage is not condemned by the Shakers.
All men, they consider, are bound to make the animal
propensities tributary to their higher natures, while marriage
a

is

a

purely worldly institution.

higher order of

be separate.

life,

to

"come

They

are called to

out of the world and

THE OPEN COURT.
The
lower

to

this growth from a
from the pen of one of their
eighty odd years as a crown of

following description of

fearless

an upper plane,

cal

number. who wears his
wisdom and beauty.

"Allow me

men, philosowhenever human
condition and are about to change

all

the right

interested, that

from the animal emotional

to the divine

t

motional

the divine spirit, producing

affinities, forces, effusions of

extraordinary results as on

curing

hodilv agitations, gifts of

sin,

discernment

diseases,

There

day of Pentecost.

the,

deep conviction of

tongues,

best efforts

of

spirits

and

striking with fear the hardened sinner and unbelieving

opposer."

Whatever may be thought of their beliefs, the cathoof thought evinced by their leaders, the comprehensive grasp of affairs, the judgment of the trend and
comparative value of social, political and religous movements, the balancing of various reforms, the

interest

and inventions, the

maintained

in

depth and

breadth of that love of humanity which

scientific discoveries

dominates every motive,

something

is

as surprising as

it

delightful to the dispassionate visitor.

Hopkins University,
Mt. Lebanon for a few weeks, gives

Prof. Richard T. Ely, of Johns

who

sojourned

this

testimony

grew upon me

at

in

regard

that

I

was

to that visit:

"The

feeling

in a social observatory,

Karl Heinzen
and

ical

fro, the

marrying and giving

riage, the toil, the pleasure, the

in

mar-

vanity, the oppression,

good and the evil among men on earth."
There are seventeen communities of Shakers in this
country, containing in all between four and five thouThese are situated in the States of
sand individuals.
New York, Massachusetts, Connecticut, New HampElder F. W. Evans,
shire, Maine, Ohio and Kentucky.
the able and venerable senior elder at Mt. Lebanon, has
just returned from a visit to England, at the solicitation
the

of sympathizers in Great Britian

who

desire to establish

community. Adherents are conslantly joining them,
though in the nature of things not in large numbers.
Those who believe and work in unison with their aims,
yet who remain without the fold, are more numerous.
However this may be these people who dispense with
liquor and tobacco, who subsist on grains and fruits and
a

live
as

near to the great heart of nature, practice as well

preach

a

temperance and

a

religion well

worthy

of

full

justice to

not as widely
to be,

known among Amer-

because almost

appeared

political writings

in

all

his

the

polem-

German

language, only a few of his essays and pamphlets having

been translated into English.
intimate friends and

admirers

Still among his most
among Americans are

names

of such lustre as those of Wendell Phillips,
William Lloyd Garrison, and many other ornaments of
real democracy.

To
epithet:

Karl Heinzen most properly applies the famous
Sans peur et sans reproche, since his life was

an incessant battle against tyranny and oppression

whatever form or guise they appeared.
state

in

Despots of the

or church, notwithstanding their array of

mobs, trembled before

his

armed
mighty pen from the time he

flung in their faces his awe-inspiring gauntlet, entitled,

The Prussian Bureaucracy, As a political writer of
power he sprang into existence like a meteor,

irresistible

or like

Minerva from

Jupiter's head.

His book was

revolutionaiy in character.

Henceforth he was chased from country to country,
finally driven from the continent, after a five years'

and

exile in Switzerland,

whence the menaces of the

ated despots had caused his expulsion
little

A

Republic.

great powers

the

infuri-

by overawing the

glorious deed of petty revenge;

arms,

in

bayonets, against the great

all

commanding millions of
power of the pen! Poor

Helvetia had to submit, but the indomitable

spirit

of

Heinzen could not be suppressed.
In England he could have made his fortune if he
had been able or weak enough to accommodate himself
to circumstances, but his proud republican spirit shrank
from associating with individuals who were not thoroughly of his political persuasion. His pamphlet
entitled, Lessons of the Revolution, which the ex-Duke
of Brunswick, against Heinzen's will, published in the
Deutsche Zeitung, raised such a political storm and
involved Heinzen in such embarrassing difficulties, that
all his resources of income were cut off at once.
He
resolved to leave Europe and looked to the great Western Republic for new fields of labor to gain the means
for his future existence.

respectful attention.

Untiring
en

KARL HEINZEN.
BY

We

is

he deserves

icans, as

view-

ing as from another planet the buying and selling, the

hurrying to and

hardly possible to render

it is

politi-

But with the

present age.

conditions.

licity

is

the

champion of unconditional liberty, and the
ardent devotee of unlimited democracy as the sole end
and means for the attainment of truly humane life-

life,

that there will be manifestations of intelligent spiritual

will be

advocate and promotor of religious and

independence of

the intrepid

assure you, scientific

to

phers, doubters, and
spirits are in

is

45i

K.

shall endeavor, in

means

PETER.
a

condensed sketch,

as

ever were his efforts here also

ening and humanizing mankind,
to

give

some information about one of the most advanced and
outspoken pioneers in search of truth, and the most

of subsistence

him, yea,
tion

The

which

slavocratic

pro-slavery

mob and

mob was

in enlighto
the scanty

his incessant labors yielded

in spite of persecution,

by the

in spite of

calumny and defama-

other reactionary parties.

then all-powerful, and the

—

;

THE OPEN COURT.
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promulgator of human

irrespective

rights,

of sex or

was
Heinzen tried his fortune in New York by
resuscitating a weekly German paper, called, Die
ScJinei/post, which he had edited during his first sojourn
in America (1S47-4S) in company with Tyssowsky, the
ex-dictator of Krakau.
in constant peril of his

color,

life.

First

Of the revolutionary enthusiasm that reigned among
the Germans of America two years before, hardly a
trace was left thus the funds for his enterprise were not
;

as copiously as previously promised, and

forthcoming

the paper died seven

ness of atrophy.

months

later, after a

lingering

ill-

All the slave-traders' rabble, the aristo-

communistic Utopians and the
cratic nonentities,
were set against him
emancipation
enemies of women's
expired on the 1st
Schnellpost
The
in deadly array.
the

of

September, 1S51, but gave not up

The

its

second paper, also published in

"ghost."

New York

was

the New York Deutsche Zeitung, his favorite issue,
making its appearance on the second of the same month,
and lived three months. Next in order came Janus,

struggled for twelve months.

which

All these splen-

same disease; want of a
The want of "filthy lucre,"

fire was set to the press-room and the
ment laid in ruins.
Thus his fifth promising enterprise came

night

The

but not his enterprising spirit.

however, gathered

at

the

to

New York

again, in spite of

meanness and

its

ference regarding efforts put forth

After

year's residence in Louisville he
and remained there, publishing the
most independent paper ever issued in any part of the

progress.

a

started for the East

For more than

Tlie Pioneer.*

globe

a

the courage of its readers by the presentation in
columns of the most thoroughgoing investigations
and elucidations in every department of useful knowlfired

its

edge,

economical and ethical

scientific, literary, political,

being the topics of every

treatises

was an ever recurring holiday

issue.

to the

Its

gressive minds of honest truth-seekers in earnest, from

the

number

first

The

to the last.

12th of

November, 1SS0, was a day of sorrow
camp of the radicals.
The great

existing!

During the summer of 1S52, while the Janus was
committed to the care of an assistant editor, Heinzen
ventured on a lecturing tour through the principal States
of the Union, the expected proceeds whereof he had
designed for the revolution in Europe, but met with a

powerful, was silenced

sore disappointment, the only returns resulting in debts

sleeps in the shady grove on Forest Hill,

for traveling expenses and a sickness of several months'
In Philadelphia where he lectured "On
duration.

by

ened with

the democratic

those cities represented

him

as

mob

in

being "in the pay of the

whigs!"
In Albany he was offered gratuitously the City Hall,
a Gerbut he had two listeners
splendidly lighted
understood
American
who
and
an
man school teacher
German! But not in the least disheartened by all these
depressing experiences, on the contrary, ready and will-

—

—

ing to undertake anything honorable to

while promoting

his

life's

intelligence, the spreading of

from
and

make

his living

— the propagation
truth — he accepted a

aim

Louisville, Ky., to edit the

Herald of

of
call

the West

there, in the very teeth of the lion, he proclaimed

in spite of all threats and diffiThermopylae against all hosts, a
modern Leonidas. But the fate overtook him there
also; after three months hard work,- and adding five
hundred new subscribers to the subscription roll, one

his

abhorence of slavery,

culties

— he

held

his

appearance

educated and pro-

edge,

execution, because

quarter of a

century this fearless weekly gladdened the hearts and

hundred
and superabundance of public meanness stopped the
publication of the only decent German papers then

Brotherly Love," he had an audience of thirty-six; in
Cincinnati, Dayton, Chicago and Toledo he was threat-

indif-

the interests of

in

throughout the

few

disgusting

atmosphere of the slave-holding State ripened his resolution to strike his tent and to transfer his household gods

didly edited papers died of the
dollars!

to .an end,

sad experience,

and

Louisville

establish-

spirit of the indefatigable investigator

and disseminator

of truth in every accessible branch of desirable

who

never gave

victor to

whom

anything

else.

On

the

1

all

way

knowlany aggressor, however

to

by the inexorable,

must succumb

who

2th of June, 18S6, a

the noble hero

who,

in

to

monument worthy

of

accordance with his

and admirers,

his friends

irresistible

never submit

last

wish,

was unveiled

an earnest, solemn, but

in

way, fitting the occasion.
Vows of
unswerving adherence to his principles were renewed and
unostentatious

new

ones

made

to further his propositions

broadcast his unimpeachable

maxims

and to spread

for the redemption

humanity, by enlightening the minds of

of oppressed

the victims of unscrupulous schemers.

However
was

genius of Heinzen was, it was
however accomplished his education, it

brilliant the

a gift of nature;

a benefit of favorable circumstances; but his char-

acter

was mostly an

of

Greece or

Rome

by his free choice and
Like ancient prototypes

acquisition

stern, decisive determination.

and some radiant examples of the

heroes of '76, his unimpeachable integrity, his never
failing veracity, his ardent

and

his

imperturbable

devotion to unlimited liberty

constancy,

unbiased, unselfish love of his fellow

together

with

his

men he had acquired

was begun at Louisville, January 1st to October, 1S54; continued at
November, 1S54, till June, 1S55; New York held it from that time to
December, 1S5S: it was then transferred to lioston, where it was printed down
to 1S79, when a serious illncss-of Heinzen imperiously demanded that the principal burden should be laid on other shoulders; thus The Pioneer was merged
*

It

Cincinnati.

in the Feidenker, of

Milwaukee, after an independent existence of twenty-six

years' duration, and under the sole

management

of

its

founder.

THE OPEN COURT.
by great

These grand

efforts.

istic

lineaments of the classic

acts

and writings.

With him

there

form the character-

traits

man and appear

was only one

divinity,

in all his

Reason; only

one worship, the cultivation of Truth, her daughter;
only one right, the right to life and liberty; only one
duty, the duty of assisting his fellow

With him

there

man

to happiness.

was no compromise admissible between

and absurdity, truth and falsehood, right and

reason

wrong; he never made the

slightest concession to pusil-

lanimous expediency, nor ever had an excuse for neglect
of duty, whether caused willingly or by incapacity; he
followed the straight

end of the

bitter

last

the shortest) line of logic to the

consequence, unaffected by per-

We

sonal gain or loss.

Wendell

(as

words

Phillips'

might be permitted

quote

to

regard to his appreciation of

in

were delivered

the character of Heinzen, as they

an

in

453

which he took, in the principles which he stated. He
was far in advance of other minds; but he was sure, in
his trust in human nature, that all others would come,
must come, to the same point with himself. He could

Few,

wait.

do

also to

possessing equal

The

this.

wholly consistent.
a

gained

Wendell

to himself."

Phillips

independent

spirit

was no

flatterer,

his

contemporaries.

eulogy of a congenial mind carries

all its

Wendell Phillips said that he made.. his acquaintance
with Heinzen in the troublous times of the war of the
rebellion, and valued him highly as the great intellectual
" I never met him on the
leader of the Germans.
respect,

he said " without

and

a

tation,

The

as

such was not to be

money, power, at a time when, a poor emigrant,
all these and was certain of acquiring them,

he lacked

all

Herwegh, Ledru Rollin,
others. In America he

Freiligrath,

Galeer and

many

him

at

of

Thus he

right, after

a

time

During the war, feeling

when

to

do

countrymen,

fellow

acted in every cause.

most

the

search for truth, he upheld, no matter at

unsparing

what

cost.

through ignorance or

that,

We

are

all

familiar

endangering the

life

He was

with

pions of the emancipation of

We

for the presidency.

had many private

"One
truly

in

so far-seeing

contriving; his

other characteristic he had belonging only to

There was

a

kind of serenity and

dignity about him, as one sure of the right in the course
*

half of

mankind from the despotism of the

" lord and

Published in The Free Religions

Karl Heinzen was also the first socialistic thinker
lucidly demonstrated the perversity of the ruling
In his pamphlet (translated into
economical system.

who

so penetrating.

great men.

cating the rights of the fair sex, to liberate the better

This one of his life's aims is not yet accomplished, but
will be in the progress of a more humane civilization.

leading

He was

with Mr. Heinzen.

and sagacious; he was so ingenious

judgment

also

master," and the drudgery of a degrading thraldom.

I

versations

men

struggle,

in

much correspondence with

New

shall

protracted

never forget some of those con-

meetings and

York.

the

among the first intrepid chamwoman, incessantly vindi-

of justice.

and treasures were being wasted, he was foremost
among a few leading men who proposed the nomination

lives

Fremont

Blanc,

of the Republic, and the final victory

timidity on the part of Lincoln's government, precious

of

Louis

associated with

dom, such as Wendell Phillips, William Lloyd Garrison, Horace Seaver, Mrs. Ernestine Rose, and a host of
His work contributed
others, American and German.
to effect such a change of the public mind as to turn it
in overwhelming force against the curse of slavery.

poverty, desertion

to

In Europe he had among his sincerest coworkers the most eminent of all nations. It will suffice
to mention a few of them, such as are generally famously
known throughout the civilized world: Mazzini, Ruge,
of the era.

the most advanced freethinkers and advocates of free-

scorn, persecution even.

What seemed

first

view his own advantage; yea, they even call it foolish
to do good for the sake of the good itself, especially
such an ungrateful good as uncompromising truth.
Still Heinzen numbered among his friends numerous

He

espoused the detested slave cause

meant

man

these he laid calmly aside for the

sake of the eternal principle of right, of freedom.

so

in

with the best known apostles of universal liberation of
mankind, indeed with the flower of spiritual knighthood

temptation to use his talent to gain repu-

was great; yet

around him,

congenial lovers of liberty, and was on intimate terms

Mr

human being

for the rights of a

friends

the highest

of

Heinzen in this respect
stands almost alone among the immigrants to these shores.
His idea of human right had no limitation. His respect
shaken.

of

because very few understand or believe that a wise

almost unexam-

feeling

this respect I paid the rare,

pled courage of the man.

multitudes

in

was not conducive

should like to benefit the race without having

York.*

weight

Heinzen's exceptional standpoint and disposition

toward gathering

streets,"

Such an

forcible

in itself.

day on the 22d of February, 1SS1, in the Turn-Halle,
of Boston, after the opening speech of Mrs. Clara

New

being himself an

and reformer of great achievements,

known by

well

common

contradistinction to the great masses

of

able

to dare to be

as

little

address at the anniversary celebration ofHeinzen's birth-

Neymann,

is

would have been readily
sense, would have
He
him popularity, fame, money, power.

remained true

is

ability, are

This courage Heinzen showed, when

yielding, so

little

pardoned on the ground of

as

mental

greatest courage

Itniex,

March

3, 1SS1.

English)
refuted

Communism and

Socialism,

the untenable doctrines

he

not

and vagaries

of

only
the

communistic demagogues, but proposed a reform so

—
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simple and easily feasible in a real democracy, that

Georges and the

later efforts of the

mere

like, are

all

far-

thing candles in comparison with the flood of light he

tic

iS

all

possible ameliorations as far as

human

nature per-

sources

instruction

of

human

NEW THEORY

A

BY REV. WILLIAM

An excellent

I.

editorial article

GILL, A.M.

on " Monism and Monis-

Thinkers" appeared in The Open Court of August
which well set forth a summary of all monistic theories which have gained reputation and standing.
There
is at least one other theory yet possible, and that other I
would like to present to the readers of The Open

the improvements of most urgent

Court.

necessity in a genuine

The abolition of the
democracy
disguise), and of the utterly super-

says of these theories, " that any one of

presidency (royalty in

:

house of the Senate, as the sources

fluous, reactionary

all unrepublican drawbacks of a truly representative
government of the people. For a quarter of a century
he was unremittingly engaged in discussing, elucidating
and recommending such improvements which are neces-

of

sary to

the promises of the Declaration of Inde-

fulfill

Magna Charta

pendence, the only

human

of

Every

issue of his

weekly

The

singly can

have

with

The Pioneer,

Besides

all

interesting data of scientific discoveries and

the most
investiga-

power, and wherein he had hardly

any

assistance, he found leisure time

and

to publish a great

number

enough

to deliver

of instructive lectures in

The most important

divers cities of the Union.

of these

and treatises are collected in two volumes,
entitled, Radicalism in America, gems of discussions
and gold mines of ingenious thoughts and propositions.
If he hated and dispised anything more than priestcraft and despots, against whom he declared any weapon
it is

employment

the

of

muddy -headed

rabble

and dynamite

bullets

who
in

a

caused the
republic,

weapons of the ballot, if
properly used and as it is guaranteed by the Constitution.
It is to be regretttd that his numerous writings are
instead

of the

mode

modern

understood, reduces

If there

and that there

all

It

the

known.

*

Among

the hitter

may

will

have

to

draw from

a Pius

Man ;

,'

:

,'

a

it

the

is

Monists are agieed;
they are also

this

cause

this

is

unknown.

this in the universe

These are
that

nomena

is

intrinsically

the

called agnostics.

new

theory

Monism

of

are knowable, and that directly, and that

any ultimate thought or

definable, as clearly as
is

it

is

reality

definable.

Now,

let

us clearly understand wherein

The)' are agreed that

are agreed.

all

Monists

we know phenomena

and that all phenomena are modes of consciousmodes of thought, subjective states. Now, a sub-

as such,

state.

be had, at a liberal price, at the Freidenker Pub-

Water

is

rather, keeps right

off, or,

is

is

true

the state of a subject, and so

a subject so far as

A

subject

these states.

St., Milwaukee, the following: Six Letters to
The True Character of Humboldt ; Lessons of a Century What
is Humanity f What is Real Democracy ? The Germans anil the Americans ;
Mankind the Criminal (This one seems to be out of print, but may be procured
before long) J Communism and Socialism. Among those collected in two volumes are pearls of wisdom, like Public Opinion ; M ho and What is the People ?
Has the World a Purpose f Truth The Future, etc.

lishing Co.'s office, 470 E.

Every-

on the broad, clear
track of cognizance, instead of entering on the unknown.
It affirms that the immediate cause and source of pheswitches

what

come

This,

known

or can be

far all

that

its

one

as the great undifferentiated source

here

just

is

jective state

generations to

So

affirm

unknowable, except
of

all

at

known and knowable

something beyond

is

Some

agreed.

lished

Many

is

it

Monism and with

All beyond this

anything beyond

is

ness,

in

the

all

known

is

of consciousness.

accessible to so

translated into English.*

Here

states.

investigators in psychology.

inferred cause of this.

all-effective

few Americans, because they are pubGerman and only a limited number has been

I

of truth

universe to a logical and metaphysical unity.

lectures

justifiable,

this " fusion

theories of psychological

all

thing whatsoever that

of.

involving a vast amount of

labor and scrupulous research in collecting

tions of convincing

human

objects to subjective

all

when

capable

promote

will

them

of

think the theory

I

This theory begins with sense and reduces

means and ways

is

phenomena than any

of

reasonably certain."

is

con-

all

which, fused

and elimination of error."

as to his peerless investigations of the

nature

Mr. Underwood
them contains

with errors eliminated, would afford a

propound

to

nearly

human

to

extremely unlikely; that they

explanation

better

unique ingenuity,

happiness as far as

referred

article

is

into a synthesis

to his

best adapted to bring about an ideal realization of

the

tain certain aspects or hints of the truth

known

political catechism,

Pioneer, bears testimony as well

In

the entire truth

rights, the

unsurpassable gospel of freedom.

in

OF MONISM.

among

mits, includes

they

if

society on a basis

humane.

truly

are to be avoided.

Heinzen was the head and leader of the German
whose comprehensive programme, embracing

inexhaustible

these

earnest intend to inaugurate a

threw on the subject by original investigations so thorough-going that hardly anything in the form of
improvement can be added to the all-absorbing problem,
which must ere long find its realization, if utter ruin of
existing economical conditions and anarchistical troubles

Radicals,

COURT.

It

we know

just because

this

it is

that

is
is

that

we know what

is

which feels or is conscious of
which thinks and feels. It is

only relative to thought and feeling

relative or related to

thought and

ing; and only for that fundamental reason

known
we know

be

otherwise.
the

we know

a subjective

We

know

it

it

feel-

can never

just as absolutely as

phenomena, which we know only

as

THE OR EN COURT.
Thought

related to a subject.
relation to a thinker,

conceivable only in

is

and the thinker

is

known

only in

We

know one term just exactly
To call one the known
the same as we know the other.
and the other the unknown is illogical.
We therefore know the conscious subject as a power
This is as far as we can go.
to think and feel and will.
relation to thought.

It

the pole of

is

beyond,

There

being and existence.
or

possible

real,

This

conceivable.

no

is

the

is

—

conceded that there

will be

It
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vidual; but, since

that

all

more than one

is

known

directly

is

is

indi-

ego,

it

is

how we can prove the existence of
The new theory achieves this by a scien-

a serious question

anything

else.

method of which cannot here be
This accomplished, it has demonstrated that there is an indefinite number of universes
with their informing spirit, each finite and all of them
induction, the

tific

given or indicated.

together

This indefinite multiplication of uniand intrinsic force, consti-

finite.

and metaphysical ultima TIiulc a power to
think, feel and act.
power is substance; the only
As the subject and its phenomena
substance and reality.

tutes

all phenomena are force and substance, the
modes in which force or substance exists and
Hence all known and knowable phenomena,
operates.

But how are these egoistic universes related to each
There cannot be a natural law of interaction
between them, since all known and scientific relations of

logical

A

are one, so

various

force or substance are ego, one's

own

individual reality;

and the substantive power which consitutes this ego is
self manifested in these phenomena. These phenomena

—

are of

The

two

classes, the

sensible

and the supersensible.

what is called the material unisimply a complexus of sensations. The

sensible constitute

which

verse,

is

supersensible constitute

all

other actions and affections

Thus all the known and knowable, the
of phenomena and its noumenal source,

of the ego.

whole universe

ego and its modes, which modes are, of
course, the ego itself so-and-so existing and acting; and
they are what they are because the ego is of such a
nature or kind of force as to produce them necessarily
and in lexical order and relation to each other. Matter
mode of mind, and mind is simply
is but the sense
thinking power, which is the ultimate unit of all things.
constitute the

—

This power evolves the universe, including
forms.

It

all

organic

therefore existed before the organism, and

temporary and complex
modes, there is an organic ego, which depends on a sensible environment.
The organism is only a subjective
state, and implies a subject which is not organic, and
this subject of all phenomena, including all the universe,
will survive

it;

but, as

one of

its

verses, with all their glories

an immense elevation and enlargement of the

conception of Being.
other?

cause and effect are confined to the mutual interaction of

modes of each

the

The

universe.

lexical relation

reference to a
all,

and

who

stituted that

power which comprehends and

they will always act and be affected accord-

ing to their varying relations to each other.
Thus the
God of this new Monism is " outside of the universe,"

because he
is

is

outside of each individual finite agent,

than each and

infinitely greater

all

" Inside" and "outside" are indeed relevant only to the
sensible

occupy

phenomena of each
space.
Man, the

total

occupy space, but constitute space and

him

own energy and activity. To Deitv
no space, no " within " or " without," simply

as a part of his

there

is

because he has not our sense constitution, which implies
finity.

Whether God

is

a " person "

should be answered only after

is

have agreed on the
meaning we attach to the word person. If by person
we mean, not an organic form or any form for the

God must

be intelligent and

ophy.

and

our definition of personality.

outside of the universe, and lets

The

it

spin round his finger.

universal spirit dwells within and

All this universe and

its

informing

not

spirit, called

our ego, the conscious individual subject.
total of

nature's capacities and

without."

"

God,

is

The sum

powers" knowable

any man, " from everlasting to everlasting," are the
himself and no more or less.

to

man

which

a question

we

the light of

two great complex modes of thought and extension. It
is the God as well as the universe of Goethe as defined
by him when he says, as quoted by the editor in The
Open Court: "Alas for the creed whose God lives

extension; and

all

he does not dwell jn the universe, but the universe in

only

its

These only
man, does not

being.

finite

real

directly

the infinite substance of Spinoza, with

and

of them together.

we
know

It is

controls

has determined that they shall be so con-

what we call ourselves, or the ego.
Here we have a perfect scientific and philosophical
unity which is ultimate and all-comprehending.
It
comprises all that our modern Monists include in God
and the universe. It is the Pan of science and philosis

of

egos or universes, therefore, can only be explained by

imagination, but simply a

gence, then

in

this

is

shall

power of self-conscious

have

to call

intelli-

We

a person.

nothing but conscious modes, and

IiY

The problem

DR.

of the

its

lower

is

that

ON WILL.
CARUS.

P.

will

the principle of evolution.

it

we can conceive God,
know himself as intelligent,

them

TH. RIBOT

developes from

God

must be explained from

The
to

its

question

is,

how

higher forms.

will

Ribot

approaches the subject not as did his predecessors by
discussing the evolution of will, but by studying

its

dis-

solution.

The

which
work, and the

diseases of the will serve as instances in

certain agencies of the will-power fail to

THE OPEN COURT.
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ingenious psychologist uses them successfully instead of

Ribot shows that in every voluntary act two diselements can be discerned ( ) The consciousness
of willing, or the mental state which is expressed by
the " I will," and which of itself possesses no efficacy;
and (2) a highly complex psycho-physiological mechtinct

:

anism,

I

which alone the power of acting or inhibiting
This mechanism again works twoits seat.

in

action has

As

Its
and (2) as inhibition.
result is activity, which thus is not a beginning but an
end, not a first appearance but a sequel.
The activity of the new-born babe is purely reflex.

fold

A

(1)

:

impulsion,

higher stage

when

ages

marks

a

may

be observed in children and sav-

almost like a reflex action, tends

desire,

and

directly

to express

irresistibly

progress from the

in

itself

acts.

stage inasmuch as

first

When

in faint outline the individual character.

it

a suffi-

cient store of experience exists to allow of the birth of

new form

intelligence, there appears a

of activity; viz.

Thoughts become the cause of

ideo- motor activity.

movements.
There are three groups of ideas the tendency of
which to transform themselves into acts is (1) strong,
(2) moderate and (3) weak, or in a certain sense zero.
The first group are intellectual states of high intensity,
It may happen
fixed ideas that " come home to us."

movement is of itself incapable of
producing that movement; but let emotion be added
and it is produced. Most of the passions when they
rise

the idea of a

above the level of mere appetite are to be referred
The second group represents rational

to this group.
activity;
is

it

is

Here the thought

that of the will proper.

followed by the act after a longer or shorter delibera-

The

tion.

third

).

also a

power

to arrest

impulse, and (2) a

We

action.

power of

have good reason

to

It

is

a

(1)

power

believe that

simplest instance of the

tion in the nervous

the

system

movements of the

mogastric nerve.

In

special

We

is

phenomenon of

inhibi-

seen in the suspension of

heart by excitation of the pneu-

know

that the heart

ently of the intracardiac ganglia)

is

(independ-

innervated by nerve

therefore

central terminus on the

an inhibiting nerve.

is

mechanism

the

:

that produces

accompanies

state of consciousness that

it,

and the

We

it.

volun-

yawning, coughing and certain
passionate movements, bv putting in action the antagonistic muscles.
Such inhibition is far from being the
rule.
Some individuals appear to be utterly incapable
of it.
Others exercise it, but very unequally. Few
arrest laughter,

tarily

men

are at

all

times masters of themselves.

All education
arrest the

that

How

do we
By threats,
by producing a new state

based on inhibition.

is

movements of anger

by reprimands,

to say,

is

in a child?

of consciousness of a depressing kind, capable of checking action.
result

the

If inhibition

repeatedly produced, the

is

that an association tends to be

is

two

The

states.

formed between

calls forth the

first

second,

its

cor-

and from habit inhibition becomes more and
more easy and rapid.
rective,

The

origin of will

reacting possessed
act in

by

complete form

its

based upon the property of

is

The

living matter.

all
is

voluntary

not merely the transformation

of a state of consciousness into movement, but

it

pre-

supposes the participation of the whole group of conscious and sub-conscious states

which make up the ego

at

moment.

a given

Volition

is

a passing to action

which took place among the
into the

The

ego

closes the debate

it

;

A

different motives.

motive chosen,

state of consciousness, the

as an integral part of

is

new

imported

it.

diseases of the will indicate

that will

is

either

There may be impairment of
from lack of impulse, which is designated

impaired or abolished.
the will (1)

by the term aboulia (lack of will), and (2) from excess
of impulse, which is caused by a weakness or absence
of the

As

power of

inhibition.

instances of the

group, Ribot

first

irresolution and apathy in

which

normal; the muscular system

remain

intact.

Ends

are

"A

magistrate,"

all

cites cases

of

other conditions are

as well as the intelligence

clearly apprehended,

likewise, but passing to action

(I,

some

its

voluntary inhibition two things have to be

all

considered

of

i?iliibition.

nerves exercise the function of inhibition.

The

The vagus

group are abstract ideas (generaliza-

These ideas being representations of representations, the motor element is at a minimum.
If an
abstract idea becomes a motive to action, other elements,
So voluntary activity
it is most probable, are added to it.
proceeds in its development from simple reflex action
where the tendency to movement is irresistible, to the
abstract idea where it is minimized.
Will may be defined as a conscious act more or less
deliberate having in view an end.
Maudsley and Lewes
define it to be "impulse by ideas," but it is more; it is
tions

ments increase; excitation of

contrary suspends them for a longer or shorter time.

It

denotes a beginning of individuality, for desire sketches

that

coming from the great sympathetic which
it pulsations, and also by filaments from the
vagus nerve. If the latter is cut, the cardiac movefilaments

accelerates

experiments.

is

means

impossible.

Mr. Ribot quotes from Esquirol

420), " highly distinguished for his learning and his

power

as a speaker,

mania

in

was

seized with an attack of

mono-

consequence of certain troubles of mind.

He

regained his reason entirely but would not attend to his

though he well knew that it suffered in conseHis conversation was both
quence of this whim.
When advised to travel or to
rational and sprightly.
attend to his affairs he would answer: I know that I
business,

l

"

"

TUB OPBN COURT.
should, but

I

am

unable to do

Your

it.

advice

is

very

wish I could follow it.' 'It is certain,' he
said to me one day, that I have no will save not to
will, for I have my reason unimpaired, and I know
what I ought to do, but strength fails me when I should
good;

I

'

act.'

Prof.

T-

man who

to perform.

two hours
mental

pocket, the state of his pocket, etc.
If aboulia is no impairment of the motor centers, it
must be a disturbance of the incitements they receive.
The muscular effort most be distinguished from the volitional, and there are two types of the volitional, of
which the one consists in overcoming languor and tim-

(impulsion), the other in arresting the

idity

passional

was im-

one occasion, having ordered a glass of

use improper language in spite of themselves or cannot

to

undress he waited
All his

before he could take off his coat.

On
it

gentle-

a

repeatedly as to the doors being locked, the keys in his

movements (inhibition). Very curious are the instances
where patients are governed by impulses often of the
strangest kind which they are unable to suppress. They

Often on endeavoring

faculties

paired.

water,

H. Bennett records the case of

frequently could not carry out what he wished
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were

perfect, only his volition

was presented

him on

to

a

tray but he could

restrain themselves

from doing what they abhor.

There

though anxious to do so. He kept the servant standing before him half an hour, when the obstrucHe describes his feelings to be "as
tion was overcome.
if another person had taken possession of his will."
Aboulia appears in different forms, according to the
A curious kind of
causes which paralyze the will.
aboulia is Platzangst or agoraphobia, a case of which,
as observed by Westphal, may serve as typical "A
traveler of strong constitution, perfectly sound of mind
and presenting no disorder of the motor faculty, is suddenly seized with a feeling of alarm at the sight of an

are even homicidal and suicidal impulses of such kind.

open space, as a public square. When about to cross
one of the large squares of Berlin, he fancies the distance to be several miles, and despairs of ever reaching
This feeling grows less or disappears if
the other side.
he goes around the square, following the line of houses,
also if he has some person with him or even if he supports himself on a walking cane."

ples to manifest an uncontrollable tendency

Other instances of aboulia are melancholia, stupor,
and griibelsucht. The latter, being a constant " psvchological rumination," as Legrand du Saulle

cerebral lobes.

not take

it,

:

irresolution

expresses

it,

consists of a state of continual hesitation for

the most trivial reasons without the ability to reach any

M. du

definite results.

"A

kind.

this

Saulle describes a patient of

woman

very intelligent

could not go

would continually ask herself: Is
jump out of a window and fall at my

into the street but she

some one going
feet?

Will

it

to

be a

'

man

or a

be wounded or killed?
Shall

a prayer?

I

Will

will

be

it

the

in

for assistance, or run

I call

Shall

occurrence?

wounded,

Will the person

Will there be blood on the paveaway, or recite

head or the legs?

ment?

If

woman?

The

itself

:

is

repeatedly attempted suicide

those

who watched

of the fact in

unconsciousness of the mind under these conditions

also

in

The

acts.

patient

does not

attempt anything without endless precautions.
has written a letter he reads

it

mind
If

he

ficiency of the

methods they employ."

Hysterical persons also furnish innumerable exam-

toward the
immediate gratification of their caprices or the satisfac-

Such

tion of their wants.

over and over again for

cases of irresistible impulses

lowest degree of activity; viz. that of pure reflex action.

The human being under these conditions is like an animal that has been decapitated, or at least deprived of its
Ribot quotes instances of irresistible impulses which
were accompanied with consciousness, from a book by
Marc (De la folieconsideree dansses raports avec les questions medico-judiciaires).

by means

restraint

her keeper

know

"A
to

with similar homicidal impulses used
tied together

is

the

same

as to his

dwelling; he has to

aright.

satisfy

It

himself

at

be

to

A

she might be allowed her liberty.

with a ribbon, and

woman

have

of irreproachable character asked

thumbs

A servant

her mistress

was strongly tempted to diswhenever she saw

the infant she took care of

A

undressed.

his brother's
is

his

simple restraint

in that

victim of melancholia haunted with

the thought of suicide, arose in the night,

suicide

times to

put

chemist haunted

to

found the means of resisting the temptation.

door and cried out to him,

pursuing me, and soon

withstand

I

'

shall

knocked

Come

at

quick

;

be unable to

it.'

Sometimes
in spite of

was done

request

of a strait-waistcoat,

make

it

lady subject

under
and would let
when the danger was past and when

homicidal impulses used

unreasonable find lodgment

sure again and again that

reduced to the

as are unconscious, exhibit the individual

he should have forgotten a word or committed
some mistake in spelling. If he locks a drawer he must
fear

is

the fact that the patients often do not perceive the inef-

it

such a morbid state of

presence of

the

in

them, but they had no recollection
their lucid state.
And what proves the

embowel

And

the subordination

if

in twain.

have seen," says Luys, " a number of patients

I

to dismiss her because she

innocence be admitted?' "

broken

who

my

perplexity of

expresses

'

— the will —

be accused of being the cause of this

questioning goes on without end.

this

Such impulses take hold of persons,
of tendencies

fixed

ideas of a character frivolous or

in the mind of a person who,
knowing that they are absurd, is powerless to
prevent them from passing into acts. There is the often
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quoted case of an

amateur who, happening

art

museum,

valuable painting in a

felt

to see a

an instinctive impulse

Between acts
to punch a hole through the canvas.
which are frivolous and those which are dangerous the

The

only quantitative.

difference

is

former

enlarged proportions.

in

How

we

must

latter exhibits the

explain the mechanism of these dis-

all

that

;

is

is

chosen, approved and

to say, the elements of the ego,

states of consciousness

— feelings,

respective motor tendencies

converges toward

— form

a

of

by

weak. In aboulia the powers

impulsion are debilitated; and in cases of morbid

impulses inhibition

lacking.

is

sufficient to

impression

and pain

make

In this state the subor-

dination of tendencies which constitutes the will

is

sus-

change

;

life

the}' disagree

Knowing by
life,

more

bitter

we

All our pleas-

desirable.

upon nonuniformity

impression

of

our actions

if

if

gencies of

we

In the state of abnormal volition

either of these agencies are

is

obtain

means of a complex mechanism made up of both impulsions and inhibitions.

sons

ideas with their

less effort

a

men to investigate nature
The happiness of most per-

and discover new truths.

consensus which

end with more or

this

it.

is

one of the

is

causes which incite scientific

whether

or a majority of them, concur toward attaining

Our

source of enjoyment, and this enjoyment

pleasure,

In the normal state an end

new knowledge,

generations by the discovery of

ures as well as our pains depend

organizations of the will?

attained

COURT.

of

produces

usually

harmonize with natural laws,
with them.
experience the painful

constantly try to

gratification than

contin-

evade them, to

natural laws will allow,

we do
which is

seek the enjoyment without the sacrifice; but

We constantly

not often succeed.

prefer that

pleasant, and ignorantly avoid self-denial, even

We

leads to greater happiness.

when

continually seek

it

little

pleasures and neglect great truths; cultivating our lower

men

With most

and neglecting our higher ones.

faculties

the

immediate success, the most money

greatest

and not the greatest good

is

the chief object of

life,

but

bought too dearly if
obtained at the cost of disobedience.
There is little happiness without labor, and the greatest pleasure is
obtained by doing the greatest good, by obeying the
second rule of righteousness, viz., " to constantly endeavor
to wisely promote the welfare of all men" and to effect
By the discovthis object, knowledge is indispensable.

There is no consensus, but anarchy prevails,
which allows any improper impulse to be executed.
When we compare the case of aboulia with that of
irresistible impulses, we see that in the two cases will
In the
is impaired owing to totally opposite conditions.
one case impulsion is wanting although the intelligence
in the other, the power of co-ordination and of
is intact

even the best of possessions

inhibition being absent, the impulse passes into action in

to obey this rule.
which wealth cannot purchase.
General happiness is best secured by conforming
to all the laws which govern us, and thus making the
" To will what God doth
best use of all our powers.
will, that is the only science that gives us any rest."
Mental action is being elucidated by science.
According to scientific evidence, the various forms of
energy known as heat, light, electricity, magnetism,
chemical affinity and nervous and vital action, manifested by dead and living substances, are not entities,
but conditions of the material structures in which they

pended.

;

purely automatic fashion.
(to be continued.)

SOME RELATIONS OF SCIENCE TO MORALITY
AND PROGRESS.
BY

GORE,

G.

Part

LL.D., F.R.S.
II.

Progress and pleasure depend upon

scientific con-

ditions.

We

are creatures of progress, and progress implies

imperfection,
state.

In

and

toward

advance

a

consequence of natural laws

less

imperfect

we

are

com-

through error, sin and suffering
toward truth and righteousness, and we have but little
choice in the matter.
Without progress, and the pain

pelled

to

advance

and labor attending
piness.

we would

experience

less

hap-

Life consists of alternations of ])ain and pleas-

ure, labor and

pleasure

it,

repose

— the

contrast of pain heightens

and our consciousness of pleasure

is

tionate to the difference; a proper use of our

propor-

powers

and imparts pleasure by circulating the
fluids of our body and of our brain.
Absolute monotony
of impression producing death.
Much of our pleasure
results from mental development; the expansion of the
mental powers of the individual by education during
relieves

pain

youth, and that »f the

human

species during successive

new
Knowledge

ery of

is

truth, science assists us

yields happiness

occur, and the} appear to be incapable of existing inde-

While

pendently of those bodies.

also

energy appears

to possess the attribute of endless existence, the various

forms of

changing

it

known

as individual

each

into

other.

forces are

The

constantly

chemical

energy

exerted during the combustion of a pound of coal,

converted into mechanical power,

is

when

capable of lifting

pound weight twenty-three hundred miles. As scienus to solve the
tific knowledge has largely enabled
question of the abstract existence of these modes of
activity, so is it gradually assisting us to decide whether
a

mental

action

is

capable of existing independently of

material substances, and whether
different

a

from

all

it is

thus fundamentally

other forms of energy.

condition of brain, but

is

If

mind

is

not

capable of separate and

independent existence, the question

arises,

what becomes

—
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of

found; sanitary appliances were not invented; chlorine,

unconsciousness

state of perfect sleep or

during a

it

when

when

to the usual properties of

human body

the

impressions

man

tissue,

decays and the

perish,

it

wade through

has to

organized

and thus every
requires to be educated anew, and

men

generation of

dies, the brain

upon

existing

countless ages of error in a

gradual progress toward truth, each generation advancAll things, whether painful or pleasing only a little.

work together

ant,

for universal advance.

progresses by means of

Civilization

new knowledge;

discoverers,

inventors and thinkers advance, and expositors sustain

Withwould be no progress. IgnoIntelligent perthe great impeding influence.

the intellectual and moral condition of mankind.
out

new knowledge

rance

is

there

advancing, and ignorant ones the

sons constitute the
retarding

the

The

of our race.

section

community must

all

different parts of

advance together, because ignoPersons

rance and intelligence rarely agree.

we were subject

and

Scientific basis of advance in civilization.

According

who

are

who are

The

too advanced in

knowledge

means

of conveyance, multitudes of persons

during famines before food
longer ago than the year

while

in

some

of the

rate

of progress depends upon

was being burned in
American, Jamnry,

was

stoves in place of coal.

1S72.)

There must be

a

Ever

tinually increased;

year

it

rate of

human

progress, and

it

it still

ability to act aright.*

WE

ARE

PRODUCTS OF MIND?

EDMUND MONTGOMERY,
Part

the scientific fact that every action in a material substance
requires time; nervous impulse travels at a rate of about
sixty metres a second;

even thought

is

not instantaneous;

the fcrrmation of a simple notion requires about

of a second

;

it

takes time to form ideas,

indoctrinate a generation with

time to eradicate old errors.

knowledge

also

is

new
The

i-25th

much time

truths,

and greater

discovery of

new

of morality and civilization

is

a

product of the opposing influences of intelligence and
ignorance, and

is

limited

Ignorance operates as

a

is

by our cerebral capacities.
All
moderator of speed.

improvements require time.
Our advance appears to be very slow, and it is only
by a survey of the past that we can at all realize the
progress we have made, or how largely we are indebted
to new knowledge for our present degree of comfort
Five hundred years ago we were withwhat we now consider to be many of the necessaries of life.
We consumed neither tea, coffee, cocoa,
potatoes or tobacco, and sugar was a luxury purchased
and happiness.
out

M.D.

II.

the essential point on

We

which Professor Cope

both hold that

all

really

organic structures have been and are being built up by

hyper-mechanical means, and that their

vital functions

are a display of hyper-mechanical energies.

But con-

cerning the nature of the powers or influences that are

work

at

activity,

in this

we

organizing process and in this functional
Professor

are radically at variance.

believes, as already stated, that consciousness

now

Cope

— which he

more particularly to conscious
which has originated and
is still originating organic structures and functions; and
that it manages to accomplish this by consciously deflecting material particles and their motion from the
mechanically prescribed path coercing them into the
specific combinations which we call organic, and imparting to them the specific modes of motion which we call
is

to

a very difficult and tedious process.

rate of progress

This

and myself are agreed.

depends essentially upon

more like the beasts
knowledge has concontinues to grow, and every
lived

since that period

adds to our material comforts, our mental enjoy-

ments and our

scientific condi-

speed of growth of knowledge and

(Scientific

Being without books or
enjoyments were few, and

men

rarely punished, and

in the field.

BY

morality, both of the individual and of the species, a

No

1S71, through one of these

newspapers our intellectual
ignorance, with all its evil consequences of immorality,
In those "good old times" the
etc., was prevalent.
weak were robbed and oppressed by the strong, crime

are restrained.

tions.

were starved

be obtained.

could

were starving in Persia,
Western States of America corn

ignorant American aborigines have disappeared in

The

In con-

causes, thousands of persons

the presence of civilized Europeans.

The

epidemics and plagues.

to

sequence, also, of there being no telegraph, or quick

too ignorant to improve, deteriorate and die out, and

those

and antiseptics were unknown,

disinfectants, deodorizers

mental action ceases?

all
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will

—

inclined to restrict

is

the specific influence

;

vital.

To

sustain this bold assertion

amid

all

the given facts

of organic nature, various ingenious and rather doubt-

assumptions

ful

are

required.

Notwithstanding,

it

must be confessed that Professor Cope has not only
been very consistent in his reasoning, but has also mostly
supported it by more or less plausible analogies to
established scientific facts.
At present, however, we are
* In the thirteenth century

we knew nothing

of foreign wines, foods or

watches, clocks, steel pens, bank notes, ch cks, money orders, the postal
system, police, telegraphs, paved streets, macadamized roads, stage coaches,
cabs, omnibuses, tramways, railways, canals, steam engines, steamships, gas
lighting, electric light, electroplating, photography, tricycles, sewing machines,
fruits,

only by the rich

;

without these even the poorest persons

would now consider themselves unable to live. But few
medicines had been discovered
pharmacy was very
imperfect; the arts of medicine and surgery were not
much developed; chloroform and quinine had not been
;

pianos, silk, alpaca, wool, soap, coal tar dyes, artificial manures, phosphorus
matches, petroleum lamps, german silver, agricultural machinery, articles of
gutta-percha and India rubber, etc., and many other conveniences. Without new knowledge we could never have acquired our present advantages.
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concerned only with the refutation of his fundamental
assumption, and, though highly tempting, we must

from entering upon questions

refrain

specifically bio-

logical.

The

energy inherent

supposition that conscious

in

COURT.
human

mind from its humble beginnings we
to the same source for further progress."
Now, Professor Cope, and with him all
those who believe in the power of pure mental volition
the

look

naturally

to effect progressive evolution, are here logically forced

one of the two possible outcomes of the

matter has originated vitality and organization, leads

to maintain

unavoidably to the inference that the highest kind of
consciousness resides in the least organized matter.

tion alleged to subsist

we

Consequently, what

progressive

call

organization

can be really only a more and more elaborate excre-

withdrawn

less

— nothing
Cope

duct," as Professor
tion,

and

its

but " a dead derivative prohimself expresses

accompanying

Evolu-

it.

specializations, are in this

light essentially processes of deterioration,

and not of

elevation.
The most perfect state of things exists then
beyond and before all organization. For the supreme
mind has a wholly unorganized body, consisting proba-

And

bly of intersteller ether.
all

least

this

specialized of

substances must evidently be the creative matrix of

everything

in

existence, containing

of these alternatives
;

is

sub-

the second of his

science.
If,

namely, the most primitive individual mind or

developed the higher individual

will has itself gradually

mind or

will;

if it

was

really thus possible in nature for

something lower to bring about the development of
something higher, then there was no need whatever for
a highest something to give a first start to this evolutional process, which must have begun at the lowest
possible point in the scale of development.
The assumption of a supreme mind or will would be here altogether
superfluous.

Or

every

potentially

first

versive of Professor Cope's theology

from which consciousness has more or

tional product,

The

individual minds.

rela-

between a supreme mind and the

on the contrary, inferior individual mind or

if,

mind

kind of matter and every kind of energy, and being

will cannot of itself give rise to superior individual

moreover endowed with the highest potency of mind or

or will, then progressive evolution must have been

consciousness.

along effected, not

Carried along by the irresistable drift of his funda-

mental

assumption,

mind

that

can

matter,

control

Professor Cope, the zealous student of organic

nature

and evolutionist far excellence, feels compelled to teach,
that "allforms of energy have originated in the process

running-down from the primitive energy" (O. of F., p.
433); that all forms of matter have originated in the
process of running-down from the primitive matter;
that all forms of consciousness have originated in the
process of running-down from the primitive consciousness.
And it is this primitive consciousness which
has constructed all material forms, and created all special
modes of energy. Consequently, we ourselves, all in
all, are mere mental excretions.
These strange logical outcomes, reversing as they do
of

the actual order of manifest nature, are in

ment

And we

position.

own

reductio

a sufficient

ad absurdum

of

my

judg-

the entire

need only examine Professor Cope's

become distinctly aware
which stands in the
way of deriving the slowly progressive evolution of body
and mind actually manifest in nature from the " runningattempt

at

elucidation, to

of the unsurmountable difficulty,

down

" of a supremely

elevated state of matter

and

mind, imagined to subsist somewhere beyond actually

The

manifest nature.
conscious
itself

which
rate.

will

originated

direct influence of the

must have,
the

individual

lowest
conscious

material

This primitive individual will
lie says: "

As development

combination

became

will

himself admits to have been of
kind.

supreme

under these suppositions,

a

in

incorpo-

Professor

Cope

most undeveloped

of will has elevated

constant influx
this

supreme

all

by individual will, but by a
of the supreme will.
It would then be
at all

will alone that, degrading itself at

first

to

the lowest depth by originating meanest states of being,

was now keeping going the

entire irksome process of
development for its own particular divertisement, while
our proud human conceit of self-willed and self-effected
progress would, under such conditions, turn out to be a
most pitiful delusion.
It is to the latter and strangest of these alternatives

But how-

that Professor Cope's premises really lead.

ever strange and anti-natural such ultra-theological conclusions

may appear

I

repeat that

coerces matter, superintending

ing

its

its

if

it is

true that

grouping and

mind

direct-

motion, then these very conclusions are not only

legitimate but irrefutable, and they will have, therefore,
to

be accepted

as the

only veritable and solid "scientific

and religion." It is on this account that a
serious examination of the fundamental assumption of
this creed
the assumption, namely, that consciousness
basis for ethics

—

move matter

or will can

—

is

called for in

The Open

Court.

Who

can seriously deny that

creatures have a

we

and other living

body and are conscious, and

that these

two modes of existence differ essentially from each
other?
Here lies dead the bodily frame of a dog. Not
Ions' agro the wagging of his tail and his affectionate
pranks

was

left

no doubt whatever that the devoted creature

conscious, and

now

it

is

just as certain that

con-

no longer present; that it has somehow
vanished from out the lifeless form. Idealists as well as
materialists are forced to concede that consciousness and
sciousness

is

!

!

—
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the bodily structure are not one and the same thing;
that they are indeed two very different modes of
existence.

Now,

consciousness or will can and does actually
any part of our bod}-, Professor Cope may well

move

if

whomsoever

defy

to

overturn

The

conclusions.

his

Theology of Evolution, with all its implications, will
then have to be adopted as our final religion.
Of such paramount import is this question of the
It is no wonder, therefore,
relation of mind and body.
that it has become the central problem of modern philosophy, and it is clear that all ethical and religious
speculations must remain vague and inconclusive so long
as

not positively

is

it

Do

settled.

not

all

prevailing

have to work eleven hours a day to earn twelve dollars
I trust that Mr. Foley was in error when he
a week."
"
said that
the average wages of women in Chicago
shops and factories was only 60 cents a day."

relation of

And

eral?

mind or

faith

spirit to

do not almost

in some
body and

kind of

special

to nature in gen-

religions teach that

all

mind

body ?

controls

THE POETS OF LIBERTY AND LABOR.
BY WHEELBARROW.

society, and the

end

can not stand.

It

When Hood went

darkling to his tearful tomb.

Gerald Masse y.
There are some hearts born into this world that
never die. Like the great ocean, they encircle all
humanity, and throb forever. Upon them trampled

manhood and trampled womanhood
comfort

fling

themselves for

when tired and sorrow-laden. There the laborer
and there he picks up new courage to help

finds rest,

him

in the

Among

battle for bread.

Thomas Hood

stands "

crowned and

his breast labor lays her troubles

those immortals

Upon

glorified."

and her wrongs.

Out

of his bosom comes an inspiration that shall some day
give the toilers victory.

me

was
reading an account of the proceedings of the "Trades
Assembly," which met last Sunday at No. 57 North
Those thoughts came

Clark

how

street.

I

to

this

morning,

cannot exactly account for

or other, on reading

Mr. McLogan's

workingwomen,
Hood, for spiritual strength.

the

I

but some-

description of

turned instinctively to
I

of the Shirt;" and again

I

Thomas

turned for consolation

to the inspired writings of the prophet

Song

it,

as I

who sang "The

social

I

have

still

a

hope that Mr.
it

is

McLogan was

This condition will breed a

reaching

funnel-shaped cloud

We

shall hear the roar of a

our political
destroy

inheritance to

its

nothing

know much

at all.

education.

I

I

know

to

In

whirlwind that will shake
foundations, and perhaps

about poetry

of the great poets

;

cannot understand them for lack of

can only interpret those poets that under-

What

something!

my

a splendid thing

sorest poverty I never

envy

learn-

is

man

a

riches,

have always been jealous of his better education.
When I was a youth I had a job of work at Cambridge,
Here were colleges all around me. In
in England.
Milton
studied; in that one Byron; in that
this one

but

I

Newton trained his mighty mind. Those
I used to
were
all castles fortified against me.
colleges
long to
them,
and
I
passed
by
the
walls
as
look up at
had
learning
that
on
the
might
feed
that
I
get inside,
the
look
at
men.
I
used
to
those
mighty
developed

other one

young

there of

fellows

my own

students of the

age,

have never felt in all my
brother men. As they
of
my
others
toward
any
life
of cap and gown, I
uniforms
in
their
me
clad
passed
fool's
vanity I someIn
a
with
jealousy.
them
hated
might
have been
I
that
perhaps
even
now,
think,
times
university, with an envy that

somebody

my

if I

I

could have had a chance at schooling in

But

youth.

at

thirteen

I

entered the ranks of

slavery, and there was no more school

haps

it

that

I

is

because

rows

I

for

to

my own

into song.

It

Per-

me.

cannot understand the great poets,

who have

cherish with stronger affection those

come down

level,

may be

and woven

that this

is

my own

why

I

sor-

cherish

Thomas Hood.
Statements like those of the

Trades

Assembly,

revealing the slave-condition of the needle-women ot

It startled

men

known

Thomas Hood that
"The Song of the Shirt."

soul of

as

out of their guilty ease.

It

rang across

England with alarm, as though the
archangel's trumphet was calling Dives to judgment.
Every man tried to shift the sin upon his neighbor and

the land,

mis-

a

heaven.

to

stand me, and there is not a line in Thomas Hood that
Many of his verses seem woven
I cannot comprehend.
of threads drawn from my own life and experience,
and I almost fancy that I wrote them. How glorious it

indignant protest

not true that " whole families

growing

see

shall

from earth

it.

don't

I

in-

where no government has ever

London, brought from the

heard him say

Oh, men, with Sisters dear!
Oh, men, with Mothers and Wives
It is not linen you're wearing out,
But human creatures's lives.

informed, and that

injustice,

society

on the shifty sands of

built

gloom, out of which we

ing!

How like a bonny bird of God he came,
And poured his heart in music for the pcor;
And trampled manhood heard, and claimed his crown,
And trampled womanhood sprang up ennobled
The world may never know the wealth it lost,

and

equality'

That

easy to foresee.

is

is

yet been safe in this world.

is

THOMAS HOOD.

If those

statements are true, they reveal a profligate condition of

creeds derive their character and gain their influence

through an accepted
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in affected

filling

anger inquired,

Who

has been starving the

—

—

:

——

—

—
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women

Hood came back the answer to
"Thou art the man." There was
mahogany pews,

Take her up

the roar of the great organ,
the

Fashioned so slenderly,
Young and so fair.

oh! to be a slave,
the barbarous Turk,

*

Along with

Where woman

has never a soul to save,

Christian work.

is

Rash and undutiful
Past

dirt.

with a voice of dolorous pitch,

Would

that

it's

She sang

this

song of the

tone could reach the rich,
shirt.

Of

by copious giving of
the voice of Labor cried like a

for their consciences that winter

storm, "
It is

all that,

upon the heart of England, the "Song of the Shirt," or
of Sighs."
One was really the complement of the other. Together they smote the adamantine social system like the rod of Moses on the rock of
Horeb, and the waters of healing gushed forth. There
was a stupid alderman of London, Sir Peter Laurie
Dickens has satirized him in " The Chimes" whose
mission it was to "put down" suicide, and whenever any
of the girls who jumped into the river from Waterloo
Bridge, were rescued by the boats, and brought before
him, he punished them by sending them to prison.

And
terror

I

am determined
say

social

;

to

put

down

suicide,"

but he never thought of putting

crime that made the suicide.

public sentiment.

Peter

of Sir

It

Laurie.

Nor

he used

down

the

did English

was thick and stolid as the head
Newspapers moralizing could

not arouse

it,

of orators

and statesmen.

awakened

it

neither could the passionate denunciations

to a higher

plans of charity.

Then came

the

poet,

sense of duty, and to

and

wiser

Hood's poem appeared, and a new

shone upon the bridge.
By the gleam of it
"society" could see itself pushing the girls into the
light

river,

and

in self-accusation said:

to send us to prison,

feeling

was

created,

social amelioration,

more

and not the

" Sir Peter, you ought
girls."

which shaped

A

read
In she plunged boldly,

No

and into better laws.

"putting

down"

suicide

how

coldly,

river ran,

Over the brink of
Picture

it

Lave in
Then,

To hammer

it,

— think of

Dissolute

it

Man

it,

drink of

if

you can

it
!

philosophy into shapes of beauty

What

is

the

grand workman was
Hood! What melodies rang out from his anvil, and
what sparks from his hammer flew! What chaste and
Every one of his creations
lovely forms he made!
ministered unto virtue, and none of them could be used
Like Burns, he lifted labor up,
to decorate a wrong.
and left it a step higher than he found it. His humor
calling of

the poet.

was an overflowing
poetry.
so pure,

a

well, so copious that

to think there could not

be any room

in

some men used
him for greater

And yet his wit and humor, so delightful, and
were but the framework to poetic jewels worthy

to shine in the

coronet of Shakespeare.

Certes, the world did praise his glorious wit,

The merry

schemes of
There was no

And

by sending girls
to prison.
And ever after that, when some homeless and
forsaken wanderer sought rest in the dark waters, there
was no harsh condemnation, but men said with genuine
sorrow
talk of

matter

The rough

more humane

itself into

full

she had none.

every libertine was smitten with disgrace and

when he

—

to

Christian charity

Home

influence

"The Bridge

"

on her

beautiful.

Under the sun!
Oh! it was pitiful!
Near a whole city

We

want not charity but justice."
difficult to say which had the greater

left

Alas! for the rarity

In did reach the rich, and they tried to buy peace

alms, but above

dishonor,

There was not a man of healthy morals, in all the
town of London, who was not awakened by the eloquent reproach of the poet, a reproach memorable now
throughout all the English world, familiar in Melbourne
and Chicago, as in England

Stitch, stitch, stitch,

still

all

Death has
Only the

Plving her needle and thread

And

*

scrutiny

Into her mutiny,

With fingers weary and worn,
With eyelids heavy and red,
A woman sat in unwomanly rags,

In poverty, hunger and

*

Make no deep

*****
If this

tenderly,

Lift her with care,

hungry seamstress
It's

—

Rashly importunate,
Goneto her death.

in the

drowning the preacher's voice and
was heard the shrill wail of

for,

;

One more unfortunate,
Weary of breath,

every monopolist,
discomfort

!
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Out of the rhyme of Thomas

of England?

—

jester with his cap

and

bells!

sooth his wit was like Ithuriel's spear:

But 'twas mere lightning from the cloud of his life,
held at heart most rich and blessed rain.

Which

There was an abundant English market for cant
in his prime; but though poor, and
troubled, and sick, he would not pander to Mammon,

when Hood was

either in church

or state, and so the rich rewards of

—

;

THE OPEN COURT.
him by.

soul-servility passed
gift,

But the poet kept his
As he would not

unsullied by hypocrisy or bribe.

piety been so vividly exposed as in that

self-assumed
ode.

know

I

nothing superior to

Willie's Prayer."

It is

"Holy

except

it,

gems

of

full

like this:

tinues thus:
I

own
As thinking

May go

to

a notion so unholy,
that the rich

their passage, as they

trips

do

One place there is — beneath the burial
Where all mankind are equalized by
Another place there

Where

He who
With

all

is

who draw

in ships.

lust

death;

its

it

Not

has to do.

for ever shall the

greed of privileged classes rob the laborer of the profits

Every day the workingmen are learning
something new. By and by they will know their duty
of his

toil.

Then

and organize their power.

the moral force of a

great cause, backed by a voting strength invincible, will

put them in possession of their great estate.
fighting, not

The

by bombs and

Not by

bullets; these are barbarism.

labor triumphs that are

coming

will be

moral

vic-

and even they must be preceded by our conquest
of ourselves.
If we seek justice, we must do it; if we
tories,

demand

liberty,

we must

grant

of handicraft must be free to
to learn a trade

boy; and

after

it.

all

the

must be conceded

he has learned

it,

The whole domain
people.
The right
to

John Brown kuows him-

own secret
own enjoyments;
knows his own ego is his

own

his

loves,

own

realizes that his

hopes, his

existence

a precious,

is

God

unlike any other, given by

unique

himself, for

each and

which every man and

all

woman

play a conspicuous part.

No man

can conceive of

of form, of mind, and

our progeny,

is

the process of

not

a

beginning of creation

conditions in ourselves and

man with

all

on

in

other races involved in

perpetual creation.

a

exists in active operation

in

makes a continuous change

nature, but since evolution

this earth a

There certainly
law of advance-

which implies progress in man
animals by instinct toward better
conditions and usefulness; in trees, toward more perfect
trees, etc.
Since mind is the power that moves all material things, all evolutionary changes must be affected
through the operations and activities of mind in every
ment, of

evolution,

toward perfection

;

in

Not

grade of existence.
state,

there

is

quite satisfied with

a perpetual effort of the

exchange its present good conditions
an exciting hope and aim to arrive
conditions in

Through

life.

mind the domestic useful

By

are

gence also are wild

self-

we go

into

it

we

In this sense

believe in evolution, in

work
have much

at

constantly striving to evolve himself

is

every American

the right to

must not be taken from him. We
discipline to undergo yet, and the sooner

woman or
own

mental constitution, his

his

into better conditions.

from the scorn of Thomas

flow purer, and where humanity sees more

work

no man,

a notable fact that

knows

conditions, and he

His poetic wrath scorches avarice like fire.
The laboring heart is drawn by the magnetism of his
preaching up to a healthier atmosphere, where the curlife

it is

would change

own special enjoyment, and neither he nor any other
man would swap his own identity for that of another
man or woman. John Brown would like a change of

Hood.

clearly the

in

and

his

living breath.

and represent the Devil.

face

views, in guiding principles, in politics, in

changes
religion,

original,

of gold which coins the poor man's child-

ren into monev, hides

to

divine will, must have

kingdom, substance or matter forming no exception to
great principle of gradual change in locality, and
from solid to debris, from debris to solid. The least
change seems to be in the ego or conscious identity of

own,

unbowed by that pure spirit-level,
frame unequal laws for rich and poor,
for Hell,

human with power

conceived the great principle of evolution, or constant
change in all organized existences and in the vegetable

knows what he most
sod,

can stand within that holy door,

sit

own

its

thoughts which nobody else knows, his

soul

Might

rents of

execute the decisions of

self intimately,

— the Fane of God,

are equal

great mind above the

identity for that of another.

by easy

heaven, whereas the poor and lowly,

Must work

That

BY JAMES EDDY.

Some

child

will not

And

A THEISTIC VIEW.

mind; for each individual human being persistently
recognizes himself from his first dawnings of thought
through a long life of changes in his weight and form,

Andrew's, and Hood con-

St.

THOUGHTS ON EVOLUTION.

this

Spontaneously to God should tend the soul,
Like the magnetic needle to the pole
But what were that intrinsic value worth,
Suppose some fellow with more zeal than knowledge,
Fresh from St. Andrew's College,
Should nail the conscious needle to the North?

Mr. Wilson was of

The control of our own
come before our final victory.

moral training the better.
appetites must

One
flatter the popular beliefs, bigotry assailed him.
prominent reviewer, Rae Wilson, Esq., criticised his
poems as having an irreligious tendency, and Hood's
Such
replv left Mr. Wilson looking like a scarecrow.
banter, and comedy, and fun, have rarely been united to
overwhelm an assailant as they are in the "Ode to Rae
Seldom has the uncharitable character of
Wilson."
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improved.

the

fruits,

its

present

human mind

for the better,
finally at

the influences of the

to

and

the best

human

races of animals, birds, etc.,

exercise

of

human intellimade more

shrubs and flowers

beautiful and perfect.

The

kind intent, the benevolent purpose, of a Higher
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Power

and pursuits.

visible in all our natural relations

is

Useless would be the nervous activities of the human
mind if no objects were furnished upon which to exer-

our

cise

It

faculties.

we

point humanity originated, since

we have no

ourselves

how humble

matters not from

A.

have evolved ourselves to be what we now
Our progress has been made gradually in time, by
are?
experiences laid away in the individual mind, by the

we

power of memory and the ability given to every age to
draw from the great store-house af traditional and historical experiences.

There are two

sides to the

power

human mind

is

constituted with a

will and free agency which is
This free will may be used, and

power of
cise.

Let

of evolution.

its
is

own

to exer-

used as a re-

tardative ftozvcr, in the processes of the evolution of hu-

Human

manity.

free will

limited as

is

higher will power outside, but
so far as

it

goes, by any

morally impossible

it

power

should

compared with

a

never interfered with

is

in the universe; for

by any

be,

just

above the human, except by the reformatory bad

it

is

power
effects

or consequences attached to errors and crimes, and the
good effects attached to wise and virtuous actions.
this power of individual and
which is often wrongfully used to
set back the advance of knowledge and general progress.
We see this retardative power in bad personal
habits, in rum and tobacco, in wilful perseverence in
doing wrong when we have power to do right; in
organizing and sustaining bad governments and bad
religions, idealizing gods with a bad character, and in

Evolution does not escape

united

human

will,

at

Building), corner

169

to

Monroe

175

La

Street,

Salle Street

Nixor

by

THE OPEN COURT PUBLISHING COMPANY
B. F.

UNDERWOOD,

look back and point to the fact that from

us not forget that the

Fortnightly Journal.

Published every other Thursday
It

SARA

A.

UNDERWOOD,

Editor and Manager.

an humble beginning, through the efforts of the hitman

mind,

Court.

not originate

did

responsibility in this matter.

If
was by some Divine Power we came into life.
race, as Darwin supposes, then with

we may

The Open

a

through a monkey
pride
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Associate Editor.

The leading object of The Open Court
work of The Index, that is, to establish

is

to

continue

religion on the
basis of Science and in connection therewith it will present the
Monistic philosophy. The founder of this journal believes this
will furnish to others what it has to him, a religion which
embraces all that is true and good in the religion that was taught
in childhood to them and him.
Editorially, Monism and Agnosticism, so variously denned,
will be treated not as antagonistic systems, but as positive and
negative aspects of the one and only rational scientific philosophy,
which, the editors hold, includes elements of truth common to
all religions, without implying either the validity of theological
assumption, or any limitations of possible knowledge, except such
as the conditions of human thought impose.

the

The Open Court, while advocating morals and rational
religious thought on the firm basis of Science, will aim to substitute for unquestioning credulity intelligent inquiry, for blind faith
rational religious views, for unreasoning bigotry a liberal spirit,
tor sectarianism a broad and generous humanitarianism.
With
this end in view, this journal will submit all opinion to the crucial
test of reason, encouraging the independent discussion by able
thinkers of the great moral, religious, social and philosophical
problems which are engaging the attention of thoughtful minds
and upon the solution of which depend largely the highest intermankind.
While Contributors are expected

ests of

to express freely their own
views, the Editors are responsible only for editorial matter.
Terms of subscription three dollars per year in advance,
postpaid to any part of the United States, and three dollars and
fifty cents to foreign countries comprised in the postal union.
All communications intended for and all business letters
relating to The Open Court should be addressed to B. F.
Underwood, Treasurer, P. O. Drawer F, Chicago, 111., to whom
should be made payable checks, postal orders and express orders.
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29, 1SS7.

ANARCHY AND THE ANARCHISTS.

which

While anarchism with its more intelligent representatives is but a dream of an advanced social condition in the distant future in which men will be able

the great principle of progress or evolution toward the

to live, each a law unto himself, without need of the

doing generally

all

the evil that

human

free will

and

liberty permits us to accomplish in this world.

Let us organize no government, no religion,
better

is

not recognized

;

and

we want no

in

evolution in

which the retardative power of human will and free
agency is not also recognized. If there were no freedom
of will and power in man to do evil, there could be no
merit attached to being virtuous, and no justice in Divine
Power in attaching good consequences to virtue, rather
than

All inventions,

to vice.

in the arts, all

governments,

all

all

discoveries, all progress

organizations moral and

religious, in short, all evolutionary

good or toward the bad
through the
ami heart.

activities

in

advances toward the

human

are made
human mind

affairs,

and freedom of the

Articles by Colonel Iligginson, George Jacob
Holyoake, W. M. Salter and Richard A. Proctor will
soon appear in the columns of The Open Court.

government, it is, as advocated by those the
most commonly identified with it, but little more than

state or

dissatisfaction with the existing social order, hatred

remove poverty and
by violence.
men who employ labor or the

of the rich and a disposition to
inequalities of condition

How

the killing of

destruction of their property

is

to bring

about the

something of which the anarchists
They are
evidently have no very definite idea.
dominated more by passion than by reason, and it is
not strange that their harrangues and writings are
marked chiefly by fierce denunciations and bitter
revilings. The leaders, and indeed the adherents, are
mostly products of the despotism of the old world,
and the only methods of reform in which they
results desired,

is

TUB OPEN
have any confidence, are those revolutionary methods
which are the last resort of oppressed men who
have no voice in the government of their country. Of
the milder methods suited to a country where the poor
man's vote counts as much as that of the millionare,
where the power of changing and abolishing old
laws and making new ones is in the hands of the
people, if they are but intelligent and wise enough
to use it, where there is equality of opportunity, and
the chances of success are open to all, where the
majority of the men of wealth commenced life poor,
and the highest positions and powers are enjoyed
by those who have belonged to the common ranks
of life
of the methods suited to such a country, to
secure needed changes, these anarchists seem to
have little, if any, appreciation.
Many of them
doubtless have had hard experiences and they natural!}' dwell on the contrasts afforded by the condition of the miserably poor and that of the "plutocracy."
The capitalist they regard as the enemy of
workingmen, and the laws which protect him in the
possession of his property and the conduct of his
business, as iniquitous and diabolical.
In short, the
existing social order is held to be about as bad as it
possibly can be, and the way to peace and prosperity for all is believed to be through the destruction of
existing laws and institutions.
In this country society can afford to allow men
almost unlimited liberty in presenting and discussing theories, but it cannot safely allow men to advocate the destruction of life and property, or to incite
others to deeds of violence.
If the authorities of
this city had, months before the Haymarket meeting
was held, arrested and punished the men who advocated the use of dynamite as a means of redressing
wrongs, real or imaginary, in this country, they
would have done no more than their duty, and the
terrible disaster probably never would have occurred.
By their inaction they unwittingly encouraged the
violence, and to that extent share the responsibility
for the great crime.
Freedom of speech when exercised in advocating murder as a means of solving
social or economic questions is a kind of freedom
which cannot be permitted in this republic while it
has among its population creatures who can be
incited to deeds of violence by such speech.
Men
who resort to such irrational and savage means to
bring about social changes, must be treated as public
enemies and punished as criminals.

—

At the present moment the public mind is profoundly agitated by the imminent fate of the seven
anarchists who are lying under sentence of death in
Chicago.
Every heart that feels is touched by
their

situation

and

that

of

their families.

It

is

impossible for those reared under complex social

COURT.
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like ours, whose minds have not been
dwarfed and sympathies narrowed by race or religious prejudices, and whose hearts have not been
hardened by crime, to remain untouched by the sight
or contemplation of any case of distress, even when
the sufferer has brought it on himself by his crimi-

conditions

nal

foil}-.

But the capacity for sorrow as well as for joy is
limited, and so many and so great are the demands
upon our pity and sympathy, that we readily forget
sad scenes and incidents of the past while we are
Multitudes who
agitated by those of the present.
are
and to their credit full of commiseration for
the anarchists who are condemned to die on the nth
of November, give little or no thought now to the
fate of the guardians of the law who were cruelly
murdered by a dynamite bomb in this city, or of the
widowhood, orphanage, and anguish caused by that
terrible tragedy.
While sympathy is felt and expressed for the anarchists in their misfortune, and
for their wives and children, those who died in
defense of law and order, and their widows and
orphans should not be forgotton. To the men who
thus died a monument should be erected, and for
their families ample provision should be made by

—

—

the State.*

and property is an essential conand it must be maintained
'against every influence that threatens it, whether it
be the savagery of the plains or the worse moral savagery of Most and his followers. For its defense
laws are enacted and men appointed with authority
to enforce them.
These laws express the will of the
people, and the public officers, from the policeman
Security of

dition

life

of civilization,

to the chief magistrate of the country, are servants
of the people, appointed or elected to execute the

laws which the people through their representatives
have made. The murder of a public servant is a
crime which all good citizens should unite in punishing,

and the memory of every public servant who
in the performance of duty should

by violence
be honored as
dies

a soldier falling in defense of his

country, and his family be treated not less gener-

ously than

the family of the soldier slain on the

battle-field.

Whether justice and the best
demand that the anarchists in

interests of society

this city who have
been sentenced to death be executed, or that their
sentence be commuted by the exercise of executive
clemency; whether even justice to them does not
demand the new trial which has been denied them
* Since this article

was

put in type letters and editorials have appeared in

monument lo tlte memory of the
Haymarket square. A desire to
services of these men should have shown itself in the comwork months ago.

the Chicago dailies proposing the erection of a

policemen

who weie

commemorate
mencement of

the
this

killed

by the bomb

in
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—

by the Supreme Court of the State these are questions on which there is a divided opinion.
Most of
the large daily journals and the religious press urge
that the death penalty be enforced.
all

the labor journals that have

Others, including

come under our

notice,

dozen or more, (which generally regard the verdict
and the decision of the Supreme Court, we are sorry to
a

note, as the result of class influence,) express the con-

viction that the sentence

them declare

that

its

is

unjust,

execution,

if

and not
it

a few of

occurs, will be

nothing less than " judicial murder." Certain it is
is a grave suspicion abroad, whether well
founded or not, that in the conviction of the men the
substance of the law was broken.

that there

In the presence of a catastrophe so
as the execution of

tremendous

seven fellow beings, a journal
to liberty, to humanity cannot

devoted to justice,
remain silent. In the mad whirl of passion where
the condemned men, so to speak, are being tossed
and flung about by friends and foes, it behooves us
to weigh well our words, and to be sure that they are
words of reason untinged by passion or prejudice.
There are State trials famous in history, not because
of their dramatic character and surroundings, nor
because of the magnitude of the crimes involved,
but because in those trials the law itself was twisted
out of moral symmetry to gratify public revenge, and
justice itself was thereby violated and the foundations of liberty polluted. There are those who, without the least sympathy with anarchy or its methods who, indeed, hold them in abhorrence yet
express grave apprehensions that if the men condemned to die on the nth of November are put
to death according to their sentence, their case may
be memorable also for the enormity of the trial more
even than for the enormity of the crimes charged.
We do not say that these apprehensions have just
grounds, but they exist.
In
The Index of October 14, 18S6, we said

—

—

editorially:
in

There is no doubt whatever, we presume, that popular feeling
Chicago against the condemned men has been and still is very

strong.

This

is

not strange considering the brutal

manner

in

which the appointed guardians of peace and order were murdered,
and the conviction that these men are responsible for the crime.
The only question is whether public opinion an element which
under any circumstances has to be taken into account operated
to prevent a just and fair trial.
This, so far as we can judge from
meagre reports, was not shown. Judge Gary, after all that could
be said in defense of the condemned anarchists, saw no reason
for granting a new trial.
At the same time it is probable that
the men, most of them products of European despotism, were
infatuated with certain chimerical schemes, held under the name
of anarchy, and were working, as they believed, for social reform,

—

—

misled by the diabolical teachings of Most, that they w ere blinded
by fanaticism to the folly of their words and acts, and did not
fully consider their practical consequences.
While there can be

nothing but condemnation

for

attempts to carry out anv social
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theories by killing innocent

human

beings,

we

are of the opinion

that the authorities can aftbrd to be lenient with these criminals

and

to

show them

that

mercy which was not shown

to the victims

of their misguided zeal and short-sighted scheme for revolution-

Let the death sentence be commuted to impr'sonment, by which the law will be sufficiently vindicated and the

izing society.

men and

unfortunate

their

sympathizers

may come

to

see the

absurdity of their anarchistic theories and the criminal folly of
their plotlings against social order

and human

doubtful whether the further efforts

life

now being made

It

very

is

for a

new

prove more successful than did the motion overruled
Judge Gary.
trial

Now

nearly a year

later,

by-

after reading carefully

the decision of the Supreme Court of the State in
the case of the anarchists,

we

regret that the

men

have been refused a new trial. Protesting against
the irrational cruelty preached by the anarchists
when they advocated private vengeance for alleged
public wrongs and their sanguinary threats of revolution, and looking at the case by the light of the
trial alone, we do not believe that all the accused
were fairly proven guilty of murder or of conspiracy
to murder.
Guilty they may be, one and all, but
doubts in our mind are so strong as to the guilt
of two of the condemned men that we regret another
trial was not granted them.
True, the verdict has
been affirmed by the Supreme Court of the State,
but the decisions of Supreme Courts are not infallible
and have, in many instances, been contrary to justice
and right.

A careful perusal
show that it
only for the manner

of the decision in question will, we

open to serious criticism, not
which certain points are presented, but also for the omission of others which
ought to have been presented. We can mention

believe,

is

in

here but a few instances.

The

court, after passing

judgment upon a number of objections raised by the
defense, which they consider "most important"
speaks of "some other points of minor importance
which are not noticed." "As to these," it remarks,
"it is safe to say that we have considered them and
do not regard them as well taken." When a man

condemned

to die alleges certain errors in his

trial,

and asks the court of last resort to pass upon them,
a refusal to do so is a wrong as plainly visible to laymen as to lawyer. It is a solemn thing to sentence
a fellow

him

man

to death, and, at the

same

time, to tell

that points of his appeal have been considered,

and that they are not well taken. The proof that
they have been considered should appear in reasons
for rejecting them, and it is therefore the duty of the
court to show wherein they are not well taken.
The judges, in justice to the condemned men,
should have criticised, so it seems to us, not only
such points as they themselves considered "most
important," but also every point which the
lives

were

at stake

men whose

regarded as of any importance

THE OPEN COURT.
The decision was not the reversal of averwas the affirming of the sentence of death
against seven men. The defendants had an equal
right with the judge to say what errors were "important." Considering that the court was weaving a long
rope for the hanging of seven men — weaving it out of
whatever.
dict;

it

a confused tangle,

some

composed

of threads of evidence,

of which, according to the decision

itself,

were

proper and some of them not, the statement of the
court that any further comment "would swell the
opinion, already of inordinate length, into still more
tiresome proportions" is, in our opinion, no sufficient
excuse. There are many cases involving only dollars
in which longer opinions have been written without
exhausting either the court or the readers interested
A legal friend calls our attention to
in the cases.
the Mordaunt case, a mere suit for divorce, in which
the opinion is five times as long as that is in regard
In the claimant case, a trial for

to the anarchists.
perjury, the opinion

is

ten times as long.

Dividing
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in the decision itself, because Mr. Justice Mulvey
intimates that his origin!?! intention was to write a

separate opinion.

We

agree with him that this

is

what he "should have done."

The Supreme Court confesses

that

erroneous

were given to the jury by the court
below, but contends that correct instructions on the
same points were also given, and that it was the duty
instructions

of the jury to consider

all

the instructions together.

In the language of the court:
It is

the duty of the jury to consider

all

the instructions together

and when the court can see that an instruction in the series,
although not stating the law correctly, is qualified by others, so
that the jury were not likely to be misled, the error will be
obviated.

This claim cannot fairly be allowed to one side
and denied to the other. The defendants have as
good a right to claim that the bad instructions qualified the good ones as the prosecution has that the

good ones

qualified

the bad.

Who

shall

decide

the opinion by seven, the number of men doomed,
the allowance for each is not large, and there seems to
be no good reason for refusing to discuss specifically

which of them influenced the jury?
How many
jurors are competent to analyze a legal mixture composed of good and bad instructions given by the

any of the alleged

court?

One

of the

errors.

members

of the court, after the deci-

had been announced, said that he did "not wish
to be understood as holding that the record is free
from error," but "that none of the errors complained
sion

of are of such a character as to require a reversal of

the judgment."

"In view of the number of defend-

ants on trial" (with other facts mentioned), "the

wonderment" to him was that the errors were not
more numerous and of a more serious character.

Now one of the errors alleged is that the defendants
were refused the right to be separately tried. Mr.
Justice Mulvey, confessing errors, permits them to
prevail in the doom of seven men, on grounds
one of which and the first mentioned is that errors
were inevitable where so many men were tried
together.
eight

Was

men were

it

the fault of the defendants that

tried "all

in

a

row?"

Shall the

its own mistake, if not
own wrong? Whether designed or not, the effect
of such a number of defendants was to throw confusion

prosecution take advantage of
its

into the jury box,

and errors into the rulings and

instructions of the court below.

By

trying

all

the

men

together the peril of each

one of them was multiplied, for each had to defend
himself against his own words and actions and those
of the other seven.
This was not fair, and we doubt
whether it is good law in capital cases. What is Mr.
Justice Mulvey's opinion on this point ? He approves
the judgment, but condemns errors in the record and
omits to specify the errors to which he refers.
These evidently are not the minor errors confessed

cannot be denied that the District Attorney, in
broke through the lines of professional etiquette which the humane spirit of the law
has thrown around his office. It is laid down in the
books that the prosecuting attorney, like the judge,
shall stand absolutely impartial between the prisoner
and the State. He must not revile the prisoner nor
It

his zeal to convict,

He must

insult him.

not

make

fact-statements in

argument, nor offer to the jury his own opinion
on the question of guilt or innocence; because, says
Mr. Bishop in his treatise on criminal law, if he is a
popular man in whom the jury have great confidence,
his mere opinion may have greater weight than the
sworn testimony of other men. All these rules were
his

violated in this case, against the protest of the prisoners' counsel,

and yet the Supreme Court decides

that the " improprieties" were not such as to warrant

judgment. General Butler said a
few days ago: "I thoroughly believe, as the Supreme
Court of Massachusetts once expressed it, that 'a
a reversal of the

man

has a right to quibble for his life'"; but a

man

certainly has no right to quibble for the death of

other men.

Macaulay tells us of a great state trial that took
in England nearly two hnndred years ago.
Preston, Ashton and Elliott had been indicted for

place

connection with the Jacobite plot.
army to land in
England to help the scheme to overturn the government. The popular clamor against them was loud
and threatening. Chief Justice Holt presided at the
high treason

They had

in

actually invited a French
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prosecuted,

Solicitor-General

the

Somers,

trial.

Pollexfen to help him. All these were bitter
enemies of the prisoner and their politics, and we

with

manner

quote the
Macaulay:

their trial

of

as

we

find

it

in

Solicitor-General, Somers, conducted the prosecution with a moderation and humanity of which his predecessors
had left him no example. " I did never think," he said, " that it

The

was the part of any who were of counsel

for the

King

in cases of

aggravate the crime of the prisoners, or to put false
" I would
Holt's conduct was faultless.
colors on the evidence."
"
not mislead the jury, I'll assure you," said Holt to Preston, nor
this nature to

do you any manner of injury in the world." " Whatever my
may be," said Ashton, "I cannot but own that I have had a
trial for

my

fate

is

valves, and the blood

ciently
is,

well to bear in

the conviction,

we

of

are assured,

men

is

In this position the

helped toward the heart against

Clevenger's law

worded

:

"Dorsad

is

approximately but

veins only are valved"

suffi-

That

only such veins have valves as those that pass to the

No one

heart toward the back.

new

thing

was

that

has ever announced any-

men, without

of service to his fellow

reprimand. Sir Charles Bell's practice

at least a

as a

phy-

away from him wdien he wrote an essay on
Dr. Clevenger
the mechanism of the human hand.
was offered the chair of Comparative Anatomy and
Physiology in a university, the president of which was a
clergyman, but when his evolutionism was made apparent
sician fell

by

defendants and their absolute acquittal, but
between death and a new trial; and we believe that
by reason of the errors confessed in the decision
And
itself a new trial should have been allowed.
is

simplicity of the distribution

fair

the

this

The

startlingly apparent.

perpendicular veins are valved, the horizontal are without

announcement of this discovery, the profesThis matter was diswas withdrawn.

his first

life."

mind that the issue in the
Supreme Court was not between the punishment of
It

fours."

all

became thus

gravitation.

Early in January, Preston, Ashton and Elliott, had been
arraigned at the Old Bailey. They claimed the right of severing
therefor necessary to try them
It was
in their challenges.
separately.

man "on

sorship offer

The Nation, in 1SS4, after the appearance of
Dr. Clevenger's lengthy " Disadvantages of the Upright

cussed in

Position," as the leading article in the

W.

Rev.

as

American Natur-

January, 1SS4.

alist,

G. Babcock, Boston, Mass., writes:
" For men
in The Open Court, page 429:

Mr. Clark says

and attainments as any of
the learned gentlemen by whom this decision has
A lawyer in this city remarked a
been rendered.
few days ago: "I believe the men are guilty and

pursuing ordinary avocations, it is well to remain blind to the
darker side of life, as they could not otherwise live and work."

ought to be hanged, but I am sorry that they did not
have a fair trial." Guilty or not, if they "did not
have a fair trial," they should have another.
Assuming that the men are guilty, as the evidence
indicates that the most of them are, we still adhere
to the conviction expressed in The Index months ago,
that the highest justice and the best interests of
society would be promoted by the commutation of

advocate

eminent

for legal ability

He
may

to a

life

be right in

and

of

remarks:
Not the

meeting of

When

the

Philadelphia

distribution

of

valves

Academy

in

the

veins.

the doctor concluded his blackboard demonstra-

tion Prof. E.

known

the

D. Cope spoke

eloquence,

at

commending

length, with his well-

the discovery as an im-

portant one, for a very mysterious matter had

become

ceived a

new

support.

re-

In effect Dr. Clevenger's law

straightens out a confused arrangement of valved and

man, that the medical student had to
memorize arbitrarily, thus: The arm and leg veins and
those between the ribs have valves, while other perpendicular and horizontal veins have no valves. It occurred
to the doctor that these peculiarities must have been acquired in our quadrupedal ancestry, and he drew a diagram of the human veins as they would appear in a
unvalved veins

in

Again he

trait."

not a judge; but does he

mean

men reason

He

that evil

is

is

an

not only

of

an

in

"Christian

article

science

least curious thing

exposing

and

about the whole

the

mind-cure,"

is

the intrepid

with which the leaders accept the most delirious conse-

logic

quences of their principles. In vain does the humble skeptic
object against the pure mind theory that a dose of arsenic will kill,
even though taken under the supposition that it was sugar.
True, serenely admits Mrs. Eddv, but it was not the arsenic that
did it; it was the inherited mental error, working unconsciously
in

thereby wonderfully simplified, and evolutionism had

a sole

with prizes and blanks.

that with most

the position

The Boston Herald

Natural Sciences, four years ago, Dr. S. V. Clevenger
was invited to detail the law which he had discovered
regulating

becomes

lottery,

—

absurdities

a

ill

perpetual

an unsolved but an insolvable problem? Does he really mean
that the fundamental law of the universe admits of two classes of
human beings, prize-holders and blank-holders?
I have noticed that evil has always had very able advocates
and have concluded
in the great criminal court of human affairs
that "the world of ill-being" is not a world where "ill is the
sole trait," but where there is a good deal of satisfaction of some
kind.
Can any one with reason complain that he was born?
#
*
*

their sentence.

At

"When

says:

also

likens

the victim, the error that arsenic

she says,

made in
named it
This

"

who

unwholesome.

"The few,"

the prescription, are unequal to

the

many who have

poison, and so the majority opinion governs the result."
truly delicious.

last is

result.

is

think a drug harmless, where a mistake has been

Was

The majority

opinion governs the

ever so sublime a tribute paid to democracy?

#

#

#

Professor Stuckenberg, of Berlin, sorrowfully ad-

mits that

among

German Protestantism is losing its power
As an illustration of this decline

the people.

the religious condition of Berlin is thus mentioned:
The population of that city increases at the rate of 50,000

—

;

— ——

; ;

THE OPEN COURT.
annually, but there

no corresponding increase

is

in

churches.

SONG.

Ten

years ago there were 500,000 inhabitants outside of the center ol
the city, with but twenty churches and twenty-four ministers.

Now

number of inhabitants in these districts has nearly
new churches have been built.

the

doubled, but no

WHEN SUMAC GLIMMERS

RED.

BV ELISSA M. MOORE.

And

my

at

feet are spread

Fair Nature's

When
The

gentian

There

till

the

first

In bluest dress

When

is

cold frost abiding,

is still

When

shyly glancing

entrancing,

fast

Their bravery

is

red.

When

gleaming,

but in seeming,

secret sadness

fills

a universe content.

the flowers,

sumac glimmers

O'er the worlds the gods may keep;
Sternly hath thy prophet-voice

Sorrow

choral:
Out of need the heroes came;
Out of need they move us still;
Grimly, in the smoke and flame,

of the past close round me,

bound me
sumac glimmers red.

Heart

to heart

SON.

BY MRS.

O, Love!

pearly fingers cannot wear a stain,

Thou

noblest,

O, Love!

and endure;

The sinner to restore
With gentlest charity

see

of the drooping lash and downcast eyes,

Wreathed by the angels in thy native skies,
Shalt wear again a living wreath of white
Touched by the glory of supernal light.
O, Love!

;

the heavenly mind,

Thou

art

no

egotist, in boastful tone

soul at one with good,

Claiming thy angelhood, and thine alone;
But, sighing sadly, that each wistful quest

Knows

Tells thee the sinless angels

No

A

thee with regret.

every deed

in

is

fill

Albeit they link with Sorrow, Sin and Pain.

To hate with direst hate
The wrong and sin we

This

Art dreaming dreams which

every thought
so true and pure;

live in

The

Thou art an orphan in this world of ours
Wearing a coronet of dead white flowers,
Who, with sad eyes, and lashes meek and wet,

Thy

HYMN.
life

LOVE.
EMMA TITTLE.

Fore'er divine in this sin sullied world!
Thy tender lips contempt has never curled,

BY GOW'AN LEA.

A

and hand to hand!

O, Love!

HO THEOS META

To do

hill,

was pledged to love and truth!
Leagued with day and night they stand,
Youth with rugged brother-youth,
Life

red.

outlived again hath

To

man

rejoice,

turn from

When

to fix in

— when the souls
Duty — when they bravely plan.

leaves that

Vague shadows

part,

the hours

Autumn's splendor
glow in sad surrender,
And whisper " Youth hath fled."

I

Of

Sweetly, from the starry

in brightest dress are

is

field,

hadst traced for kindred eyes

Beauty

winter gaining

Shadows fall overhead.
The nights grow chill when close

Sadly

Thou

Touched the chord

red.

sumac glimmers

Though woods

Of

In the roses of the

Deeds of union, part with

timid swallows southward turning,

And now how

thee;

In the hollows of the sea,

Truth had held thee to its heart
Truth, that scatters from the deep

hiding,

sumac glimmers

spheres,

to carlyle:

For brighter suns and flowers are yearning,
Mourning the glory fled.
For now how soon is Autumn waning,

A

TO EMERSON:

most royal color,
sumac glimmers red.

marsh

TRAUBEL.

Thou wert measurer of the
All were servants made for

still

in the

L.

Songs of glory, new-revealed,

;

flowers gleam yellow,

By hidden waters fed
Through glistening leaves full

The

BY HORACE

In the strong-veined heroes sent,

Across the sky cold clouds are driven,
From tree and shrub bright leaves are riven

Around me, gaudy

469

matter where

'tis

found

only hallowed ground.

know

thee best.

£
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THE OCCULT SCIENCES

THE TEMPLES OF

IN

at the

"Fortnightly Conversation," Washington, D.

C,

practical

uselessness, but

subject

"Magic!"*

is

concerning

occultism one spends his time in vain

its

Hammond

in this country and Dr. Carpenter in
England, have each investigated to a certain extent some
phases of psychic phenomena. Instead of the impartial

Dr.

5, 1887.]

In a search for information

contempt from

fallen into

which is most instructive in
showing how the unscientific mind works;" and this

BY GEORGIA LOUISE LEONARD.
[A paper read

which has now

subject

ANCIENT EGYPT.*

May

COURT.

Egyptian

who seeks

in the

it

ordinary channels of literature. He will not find it in
books which ornament parlor tables, nor will it gener-

verdict

be found treasured on the shelves of great libraries.
Scientists, historians, archaeologists, even Egyptologists

enunciated with renewed assumptions of authority and in

which we naturally expected from them, we
have only reiterated statements of preconceived opinions,

ally

themselves, ignore
it

all

;

no uncertain terms are told that " barefaced imposture,"

mention of the occult, or speak of

To

only with derision.

them, the idea of a religion,

or " innocent delusion " will adequately account for the

The former

whole thing.

was essentially esoteric, prewho were not only the possessors

of these eminent gentlemen

unknown

the highest aspect of which

will not even admit the existence of an

sided over by priests
of dread secrets, but the accredited workers of wonders,

" force," or an undiscovered " natural law."

has in

we

it

Fiske,

something manifestly absured.
are

are in search

?

When

ing leads to rinding.

never loses an opportunity to discredit the

attainments of the

we to look for the treasures of which
The avenues are not many where seek-

Where then

who

the majority of scholars

who

Dr.

species of

Mr. John

an able second to

ancients, proves

He

Hammond.

sneers

Prof. Crookes

at

for

his

suggestions of a "psychic force," and characterizes his
method of research as that of the " barbaric myth-maker

have earned world-wide reputations in their several
departments of knowlege, and evinced therein both fair-

and the

ness and discrimination, are a unit in refusing not only
to believe in, but even to investigate the psychic phenom-

must look elsewhere for assistance than to such scientists
and historians as these. To such the words of Lord
Bacon are especially applicable: " We have," he says,
" but an imperfect knowledge of the discoveries in arts

ena of their own day, how can we expect them to treat
with any degree of consideration the symbolism of a
veiled science and religion which have been dead these

As illustrations of this
two thousand years?
minds there is Maudsley who reduces with

and

ease

sons,

" Supernatural Seemings " to " Natural Causes," as at

Then we have Herbert
whose Principles of Sociology all unknown

present generally understood.

Spencer

in

or apparently occult manifestations

many
final

are

treated as so

phases of the law of mental development

outcome of which

is

and sciences, made public

class of
all

— the

practical materialism, or a total

domain of
Again there is Tylor in whose Primitive
Culture an effort is made to establish the theory of
evolution by the application of the ethnographic method

ill-trained thinker."-j-

In any search into occultism

still

of

less

and transacted

ages and countries,

private;" and

particular per-

he further says,

As to those who have set up for teachers of the sciences,
when they drop their character, and at intervals speak
complain of the subtlety of nature,

their sentiments, they

the concealment

of truth, the obscurity of

common

fession of themselves.

To
Egypt,

unravel
is

men and

state of

the

///'story

Mr. Tylor informs us

that "it

is

the harsh, and at

make

things, than

of the

con-

sciences of

occult

nearly as difficult as to rediscover the sciences

True

themselves.

it is

papyrus

that dozens of old

have been brought forth from dark tombs

ious progress.

things, the

entanglement of causes, and the imperfections of the
human understanding; thus rather choosing to accuse
the

relig-

in

we

"

experience.

comparative evidence of the various stages of

in different

quite evident

what has been done by

elimination of the super- sensuous from the

to the

is

it

day; true that

the

all

monuments

— her

rolls

to the light of

of her land

were once

history and her religion chiseled

times even painful, office of ethnography to expose the

a pictured glory

remains of crude old culture which have passed into

deep into every fragment of her mighty pylons or the
massive columns of her vast sanctuaries. True again,
that these writings have been translated to the world;

harmful superstition, and to mark these out for destruc-

In this author's

tion, "j

are

work on "Anthropology" we

further enlightened:

still

"The

student

who

wishes

compare the mental habits of rude and ancient peoples with our own, may"
he tells us
"look into a
to

—

—

more than suggestions can he furnished
endeavor to show, those who stand without the veil, cannot view
the mysteries, and the key to the penetralia is never" loaned, so far as I can dis* In treating this subject but little

cover.
I

make

for the

for the

Egyptian

priests no claims for a

natural that

is lost

knowledge of the supernator obscured in the waste and dust of past

ages.
I Tylor.

Primitive Culture, Vol.

race, of foreign tongue,

and a hostile

patient, then, as these scholars

they have

failed to

may

faith.

be,

comprehend the

it

full

is

Honest and
not singular

significance of

;

tor, as I shall

ural—-but

but the task has been accomplished by those of alien

II. p.

453.

ideas veiled in obscure or mystical language, and

stigmatized

and absurd.
*Tylor.
f Fiske.
% Bacon.

many

And

have

a precious Egyptian scroll as childish

yet

Anthropology,

— those who will may discover

p. 33S.

Darwinism and Other Essays,

Novum Organum,

pp. 4-5.

p. 125.

in

THE OPEN
them priceless germs of truth half hid 'midst
modern renderings of a speech long dead.

Though much
mysteries,

471

the clumsy

her splendid civilization, her incomparable grandeur, her
time-defying monuments, the perfection of her arts, the

valuable information concerning the

profundity of her science, the excellence of her institutions, the purity of her religion and her ethics, and the

derived from the classic writers, they are

is

COURT.

upon the very points which we
and not seldom do the)'
wholly misconceive the vital principles of the Egyptian
religion, and overlook the most important sciences.
Herodotus, who was the most painstaking and accu-

And

often provokingly silent

happiness of her people.

most wish them

bear witness to the truth of

to elucidate,

and entered into the minutiae of things
when at liberty to do so, frequently piques our curiosity,
only that it may end in disappointment for, when we
rate of historians,

about to divulge some secret, the narrative

is

abruptly terminates with the statement that he

permitted to speak further on the subject.

is

not

Diligently

own

gigantic ruins

they say.

Where now

her

the crumbling remnants of her tombs, her temples
and her palaces; where the bats flap their dusky win^s
lie

and the jackal's
instinct

shrill

with

rich, varied

When Egypt
came

to her

other lands

still

wakes the echoes

cry

once arose

halls; there

—

fancy he

all

in deserted

a succession of spjendid

and tumultuous

towns,

life.

was far on her path of decline there
mighty cities, the flower and genius of

to partake at the fount of her wisdom.
years b.c. the Greek Thales went there to

Some 550

gleaning from the priests of the great universities of
Sai's, Memphis and Heliopolis, whatever of interest or

learn mathematics and

wisdom he could induce them»to impart, much, of necessity, which he saw and heard honor forbade him to
reveal and if he was initiated into an)- of the mysteries
that fact alone would preclude all discussion as to their

lowing close upon Solon came Pythagoras, of whom
Harriet Martineau says: "I strongly suspect it would
spiritual religion, the abstruse philosophy,

character.

ethics and

;

Plato, Diodorus, Strabo and

Pliny the Elder, have

also left valuable records of their sojourns in

Plutarch's treatise upon Isis

and

Egypt; and

Osiris, has been the

source of valuable information regarding the worship and
doctrines of the Egyptians.

esoteric

Plato

The

writings of

— which to many are shrouded

tain a

—

in mysticism
conwealth of thought and suggestion for those who

upon their study with the true divining spirit.
For thirteen years the great Greek sat at the feet

enter

of

Heliopolis, adopting their customs, con-

the priests of

forming to their

rites

and sharing

in their

The

wisdom.

reasons which prevented Herodotus from disclosing the
sacred teachings,

were

more potent

still

in

the case of

the Athenian philosopher.

Many

sacred

mysteries;

works

treat of her

culty to be

met

in

be found,

while scores of

exhaustive modern

ancient grandeur.

The

chief

tory, lies in the fact that her vast learning

was

his-

to

whom

to-day.

books

to

tions of the great thinkers of the past,"*

* Tylor.

to teach us,

which we are ignorant
We will turn then from these modern textwhat Mr. Tylor calls "the antiquated disserta-

Egypt and her fame.

Primitive Culture, Vol.

II. p. 444.

his

It really

appears as

And

tell

us of

arK]

I

a t er

if

the great

men

Gardner Wilkinson writes: "

Sir

No

one

moment imagine that the wisest of the Greeks
study in Egypt for any other reason than be-

went

to

cause

it

was there

that the greatest discoveries

were

to

be learnt." J

Did

Was

all

these brilliant minds pursue an ignis fatuus?

Egypt a chimera?
what was claimed for her science and
and whence they came. Let us go back to her

the boasted science of

We
art,

will see

historic clays

lost in the

— back

so far that

imagination

is

mist of ages.

What
?

is our first view of her? and who are her peoAutocthones, or colonists from a distant land off-

some great primeval parent stock? The first
view which history presents to us is that of a highly
civilized

grandeur.

nation

at

the

Dr. Tiele

very

tells

acme of

us that "

and learn what

They

predecessor;

will for a

shoots of

had anything

of

of Miletos,

the statues of

Greece and other countries had little to say on the
highest and deepest subjects of human inquiry till they
had studied at Memphis, or Sai's, or Thebes, or Heliop-

Egyptian

priests

other channels,

all

Moses and the specu-

of

ple

knew anything

mind of our race

Egypt showed

descendant of

tineau once more, "

that the majority of our learned scholars

they thought of

the priests of

lineal

earliest

or that they

general

Herodotus and Eudoxus and Anaxagoras and Plato,
and many other foreigners. To quote from Miss Mar-

her

den}' that the

of the

three hundred and forty-five high-priests, each one the
direct

faithful devotion

know

more

Then came Hecataeus

lations of Plato."*

guarded and revealed only

We

into the

except, perhaps, the institutions of

zealously

to those who by long and
and rigid purity of life had rendered
themselves its fitting depositories; and upon the most
binding assurances that it should never be divulged.

political

way

that

fol-

and the lofty
views of the old Egyptians have

through Pythagoras, than by any or

diffi-

any search into her more secret

known,

the truth could be

if

found their

olis."f

from the old Greek and Roman to
the Arab writers of the Middle Ages, have discoursed of
Egypt, her manners and customs, laws, religion, and
historians,

astronomy; and afterward the

great Athenian law-giver studied jurisprudence; and

Eastern Travel^

p. $2.

t Eastern Travel,

p. S3.

*

\

Manners and Customs^

Vol.

II. p.

316.

its

When

power and

the Egyptian

—
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nation enters upon the scene of the world's history,

it is

ceremonies and magical operations, and hither, doubtless,

already full-grown;"* and Mariette Bey

that

were brought the candidates for

"

From

the earliest times Egyptian

But

plete"!

hardly helps

this

of the authors just
B.C.,

we

named

civilization

was com-

Though

the latter

us.

takes us back to 5,004 years

are no nearer a solution of the

Whether

beginnings.

people's

states

enigma

of this

was

civilization

this

Among
were

chemistry and alchemy,

knowledge

their

they inherited

However
we

occult forces of nature.

we

first

face

may

proper

to state

at

this

The

has been entered
that the claim

of this

endeavor

shall

skill.

civilization

showing

people to a high antiquity and an

exact and elaborate science,
to

is

by no means preposterous,

show.

Upon the very threshold of their
we find them in
Menes the first king

—

history
full

— under

possession of

and hydraulic
Already had
engineering and mechanical construction.
reared
the city
they turned the course of the Nile, and
We
palace.
of Memphis with its gigantic temples and
thirty
from
learn that even at this early day there were
the

hydrostatics

of

sciences

practical

to forty colleges of the priests

sciences and

and

studied the occult

(And here let us stop a
word " Magic," which has

practical magic.

moment and examine this
been so long degraded from
originally

who

employed

command

it

ancient meaning.

its

As

signified the attainment of wisdom,

over the hidden poweis of nature. There-

fore a magician

was one versed

in

LETTER FROM MR.

VII.

F.

J. J. Murphy, etc.,
" Thought Without
after careful revision

GALTON,

42 Rutland Gate, S.
Dear Professor — Thank you much

:

F.R.S.

W.,

May

iS, 1887.

for

your

full

letter.

have not yet sent it on to Nature because it would have been
too late for this week's issue* and more especially because I
thought you might like to reserve your reply, not only until you
had seen my own answer to what you have said in it, but also
until others should have written, and possibly also until you had
looked at Binet, and some of the writers he quotes. So I send
you very briefly my answer, but the letter shall go to Nature if
I

point that the question

Egyptian

following correspondence between Mr. F. Gal-

Mr. George Romanes, Mr.
and Professor Max Miiller on
Words," is reprinted from Nature

ton,

are brought face to

for the sole purpose of

into

which bore an occult

THOUGHT WITHOUT WORDS.

when

be,

of

all

(TO BE CONTINUED.)

and the

arts

with the direct evidences of their learning and

It is

I

that

encounter the Egyptians

of the derivation and duration of

as

the

of

them

aspect.

sible in the present state of historical research, to deter-

were
mine. The probabilities
hiswhose
race
primeval
an Aryan off-shoot from some
that
race
that
from
and
time,
tory is lost in the night of

the branches of learning pursued by

mathematics, astronomy, astrology, metallurgy,

wholly a product of Egyptian soil, or whether, on the
contrary, it was imported in pre-historic times, with
some great influx of peoples from abroad, it is imposare that the Egyptians

initiation into the greater

mysteries.

the secret knowledge,

you send me

my

a post-card to send

it.

any future amplification of what is already
written, I should emphasize what was said about fencing, etc.,
with the head, distinguishing it from intuitive actions (due, as I
and others hold, to inherited or personal habit).
The inhibition of words in the cases mentioned was, I should
There are^streets improvements in
explain, analogous to this:
progress hereabouts. I set myself to think, by mental picture
only, whether the pulling down of a certain tobacconist's shop
subtraction from the row of houses in which it stands)
(i. e. its
would afford a good opening for a needed thoroughfare. Now, on
first perceiving the image, it was associated with a mental perI inhibited that mental smell
ception of the smell of the shop.
because it had nothing to do with what I wanted to think out.
So words often arise in my own mind merely through association
In

reply, or in

—

with what

mind

I

am

thinking about; they are not the things that

my

dealing with; they are superfluous and they are embar-

is

I inhibit them.
have not yet inquired, but will do so, whether deaf-mutes
who had never learnt words or any symbols for them, had ever
been taught dominoes, or possibly even chess. I myself cannot
are of any help in
king, queen, etc.
conceive that the names
For the effect of many
calculating a single move in advance.

rassments, so
T

and an

initiate

into

the arcane

mysteries.

In

other

words he was the scientist of his time. In this sense
only are those two terms, magic and magician here used).

The cities of Memphis, Ileliopolis, Thebes and later.
Sal's, became the great centers of Egyptian learning,
Their splendid temples formed the nuclei around which

—

moves

I

use

—

them mentally

to record the steps gained, but

for

clustered schools, universities, observatories and priestly

have reason to believe that not a few first-rate
chess-players calculate by their mental eye only.
In speaking of modern mental literature, pray do not think

habitations.

me

There were many

different

orders

of the

priests,

were permitted to become the repositories of that occult
In
lore which had come down from the remotest ages.
of the lowest crypts of the

temples
* Tiele.

these

priestly

sages

Egyptian Religion, p. (J.
Hist. Ancienne

f Mariette Bey.

conducted

D Egypte,
J

p. 19.

their

else.

I

so conceited as to refer to

modern above ancient

literature

ern writers are far smaller

ranging from the simple scribe to the high-priest himself; but it was only those of the highest degree who

the silence and obscurity

nothing

secret

men

my own
on

writings only.

this subject,

even

if

I

the

value

mod-

than the older ones, because they

have two engines of research which the others wanted:
The older
ethnological and other.
(1) Inductive inquiry,

no vivid conception of the different qualities ol
men's minds. They thought that a careful examination of their
own minds sufficed for laying down laws that were generally
applicable to humanity.
mental
(2) They had no adequate notion of the importance of
pathology. When by a blow, or by a disease, or, as they now
say, by hypnotism, a whole province of mental faculties can be
authorities had

THE OPEN COURT.
working of what remains can be carefully
that as good a clue to the anatomy of the
mind may be obtained as men who study mangled limbs, or who
systematically dissect, may obtain of the anatomy of the body.
I add nothing about the advantage to modern inquirers due to
their possession of Darwinian facts and theories, because we do
not rate them in the same way.
Very truly yours,
abolished, and the
studied,

it is

now found

Max

My Dear

Mr. Galton
I

— If you think

mv

have no objection, though

it

contains no

more

ban what anybody may read in rav Science of Thought.
Nothing proves to my mind the dependence of thought on
language so much as the difficulty we have in making others
understand our thoughts by means of words. Take the instance
you mention of a shop being pulled down in your street, and
suggesting to you the desirability of opening a new street. There
are races, or, at all events, there have been, who had no name or
concept of shop. Still, if they saw your shop, they would call it

you suggest,

smells and horrors, but at

tiling.

names.
all

all

events a

Now,

a

chamber

of

these are

all

Take away these names, and
is a name.
thought goes; take away the name thing, and thought

Even thing

definite

When

do not mean flatus vocis, I
always mean word as inseparable from concept, thought-word or
word-thought.
It is quite possible that you may tench deaf-and-dumb people
dominoes; but deaf-and-dumb people, left to themselves, do not
goes altogether.

I

say word,

I

Even

invent dominoes, and that makes a great difference.

simple a

game

as

so

dominoes, would be impossible without names

and their underlying concepts. Dominoes are not mere blocks of
wood; they signify something. This becomes much clearer in
chess.
You cannot move king, or queen, or knight as mere dolls.

moved according to its
Otherwise chess would be a chaotic
If you once see what I mean
scramble, not an intelligent game.
by names, namelv that by which a thing becomes notum or
known, I expect you will say, " Of course we all admit that without a name we cannot really know anything."
I wonder you do not see that in ah mv writings I have been
an evolutionist or Darwinian fur sang. What is language but
What is thought but an Ewiges Werden?
a constant becoming?
Everything in language begins by a personal habit, and then
becomes inherited; but what yve students of language try to
discover is the first beginning of each personal habit, the origin
of every thought, and the origin of every word. For that purpose ethnological researches are of the highest importance to us,
and you will find that Kant, the cleverest dissector of abstract
In chess, each one of these figures can be

name and concept

only.

thought, was at the same time the most careful student of ethnology, the most accurate observer of concrete thought in
variety.

With

all

my

its

admiration for modern writers,

I

endless

am

in

Darwinian that I prefer the rudimentary stages
of philosophic thought to its later developments, not to say its
decadence. I have learnt more from Plato than from Comte. But
I have ordered Binet all the same, and when I have read him I
shall tell you what I think of him.
this sense also a

Yours very

truly,

F.
IX.

LETTER FROM MR. GEORGE

J.

no individual human

mind can any process of thought be ever conducted without

the

mental rehearsal of words, or the verbum men/ale of the Schoolmen. Now, although this is the view which certainly appears to
pervade the Professor's work on "The Science of Thought,"
is one passage in that work, and several passages in his subsequent correspondence with Mr. Galton, yvhich express quite a different view
namely, that when a definite structure of conceptual

there

quent

I

a house, a building, a cave, a hole, or, as

instance Mr. Galton understood Pro-

up by the

aid of words,

for the original construction of the edifice,
19, 1SS7.

worth pub-

letter

first

it

may

persist independently of such aid; the scaffolding

OxKORD, # May

lishing in Nature,

In the

Miiller to have argued that in

ideation has been built

Miiller.

LETTER FROM PROF. MAX MILLER.

VIII.

Max

fessor

—

Francis Galtcn.
Professor

your columns.
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afterward

was required

but not for

subse-

its

That these two views are widely different may
be shown by taking any one of the illustrations from the Nature
correspondence. In answer to Mr. Galton, Professor Max Miiller
says: "It is quite possible that you may teach deaf-and-dumb people dominoes but deaf-and-dumb people, left to themselves, do
stability.

;

not invent dominoes, and that makes a great difference. Even so
simple a game as dominoes would be impossible without names
and their underlying concepts." Now, assuredly it does "make a
great difference " whether

we are supporting the view that dominoes could not be flayed yvithout names underlying concepts, or
the view that without such means dominoes could not have been
That there cannot be concepts without, names is a wellrecognized doctrine of psychology, and that dominoes could not

invented.

have been invented

in

the absence of certain simple concepts

number no one could

relating to

well dispute.
But when the
no need to fall back upon names
and concepts as a preliminary to each move, or for the player to
predicate to himself before each move that the number he lavs
down corresponds with the number to which he joins it. The
late Dr. Carpenter assured me that he had personally investigated

game

has been invented, there

is

the case of a performing dog which was exhibited many years
ago as a domino-player, and had fully satisfied himself that the

—

skill in this respect was genuine
any code of signals from the showman.

animal's

i.

not dependent on

e.,

This, therefore,

better case than that of the deaf-mute, in order to

show

that

is

a

domi-

noes can be played by means of sensuous association alone. But
my point now is that two distinct questions have been raised
in your columns, and that the ambiguity to which I have referred
appears to have arisen from a failure to distinguish between them.
Every living psychologist will doubtless agree with Professor

Max

Miiller

where he appears to say nothing more than that ii
names there could never have been

there had never been any

any concepts; but this is a widely different thing from saying
what he elsewhere appears to say i. e., that without the mental
rehearsal of words there cannot be performed in anv case a

—

process of distinctively

human thought. The first of these two
may be dismissed as one concerning

widely different questions

which no difference of opinion
second,

the

is

Touching

likely to arise.

Professor does not

mean what

the

have said he
appears in some places to say, it is a pity that he should attempt
to defend such a position a* that chess, for instance, cannot be played
unless the player "deals all the time with thought-words and
if

I

For the original learning of the game

yvord thoughts."

it

was

necessary that the powers of the various pieces should have been
explained to him by means of words; but when this knowledge

was thus gained
particular

it

was no longer needful

move he should mentally

that before

state the

making

powers of

all

any-

the

pieces concerned, or predicate to himself the various possibilities

move might involve. All these things he does bv his
specially-formed associations alone, just as does a draught-player,

yvhich the

Max

Mit.ler.

ROMANES, F.
June

R.

S.

who

4,

1S87.

neither case

There appears to be some ambiguity about this matter as discussed in the correspondence which has recently taken place in

concerned with a much simpler order of relations; in
is any dtmand made upon the verbum men/ale.
Again, if the Professor does not mean to uphold the view
that in no case can there be distinctively human thought without
is
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direct assistance of words,

and

the immediate

a

it is

mistake

in

him

to represent "the dependence of thought on language" as absoThe full powers of conceptual ideation which belong to
lute.*

any individual man may or may not all have been due to words
But,
as used by his ancestors, his contemporaries and himself.
however this may be, that these powers, when once attained, may
afterward continue operative without the use of words is not a
matter of mere opinion based an one's own personal introspection,
which no opponent can verify it is a matter of objectively demon;

For when a man

which no opponent can gainsay.

strable fact,

is

with aphasia he does not forthwith become as
the thoughtless brute; he has lost all trace of words, but his 'reaGeorge J. Romanes.
son may remain unimpaired.

suddenly

afflicted

LETTER FROM MR.

X.

J. J.

MURPHY.

Belfast, June 19, 18S7.
I have postponed offering you any remarks on Professor Max
Miiller's " Science of Thought " until I had read the book through.
right, that language
1 think Professor Miiller is on the whole
is necessary to thought, and is related to thought very much as
organization to life. The question discussed by some of your
correspondents, whether

it

is

possible in particular cases to think

without language, appears to
believe that

is

it

me

of

importance.

little

possible to think without words

when

I

can

the subjects

of thought are visible things and their combinations, as in inventing machinery but the intellectual power that invents machinery
;

has been matured by the use of language.
But Professor Miiller has not answered, nor has he asked, the
question, on what property or power of thought the production of
language depends. He has shown most clearly the important
truth that

names

all

denotes an indefinite

are abstract

number

— that

of objects

to invent a
is

name which

a result of abstraction.

But on what does the power of abstraction depend? I believe it
depends on the power of directing thought at will. Professor
Miiller lays stress on the distinction between percepts and conI am inclined to
cepts, though he thinks they are inseparable.
differ from him, and to think that animals perceive as vividly as
we do, but have only a rudimentary power of conception and
thought. I think the power of directing thought at will is the
distinctively human power, on which the power of forming con-

Joseph John Murphy.

cepts and language depends.

LETTER FROM MR. ARTHUR EBBELS.

XI.

Chaphan, June

6,

1S87.

After reading the correspondence published in Nature (Vol.
XXXVI., pp. :8, 52 and 100) on this subject, it has occurred to me

Max

that the difficulties anthropologists find in Professor

Miiller's

theory are connected chiefly with his peculiar definitions.

In his letters to Mr. Galton, Professor Miiller narrows the
By defining
his theory to a considerable extent.

domain of

thought as the faculty of " addition and subtraction," and by taking language as composed of "word-thoughts" or "thoughtwords," Professor Miiller excludes from his theory all those
processes which are preliminary to the formation of concepts.

Thus narrowed,

I

do not see that his doctrine

independent of language.

If

we keep

to the

theory, thoughts and words are undoubtedly
this

does not in the least imply that

all

thought

terms of this

inseparable.
is

But

impossible with-

When we

—"

point that anthropologists part

how do

right,

people learn?

thoughts when they arise
concept.

I

concept, but

enlarge the scope of our terms

it

is

at

once evident

start into

to

his

If he be

new

theory

being under some general

of the general concept has, for convenience, been placed under

and this something must be called a thought. No doubt the
thought is at first vague and indefinite, and only when it becomes
But here one can plainly trace
definite does it require a name.
it,

the genesis of a thought, and the adaptation of a word as a symbol
for

The new concept and

it.

There are two
close, but

sign do not arise simultaneously.

one only,

as Professor Miil-

The connection may be

theory presupposes.

ler's

its

distinct growths, not

subtle

the two elements can be easily separated.

It

and

avails

nothing to say that until the thought is placed under a concept it
This is a mere question of definition, not of
is not a thought.
actual fact.
I

would point out one other consideration. If Professor
were true for all kinds of thinking, development

Miiller's theory

would be imposible. If man could not think without language,
and could not have language without thinking, he would never
have had either, except by a miracle. And scientific men will
not accept the alternative. We can conceive shadowy thoughts
gradually shaping to themselves a language for expression, and
we can understand how each would improve the other, until by
constant interaction a higher process of thought was introduced.
But we cannot conceive the sudden appearance of the faculty of
abstraction together with its ready-made signs or words.
I have often wished that Professor Miiller would state distinctly

how

language.

his theory accounts for the very first beginnings of
I

have not been able to discover any explanation of
Lectures on the Science of Language."
Arthur Ebbels.

this point in his "

xii.

As

letter from mrs.

a.

grenfell.

poets have extraordinary inklings and apcrcus on the most

abstruse scientific questions, Wordsworth's opinion on this matter

(quoted by

De Quincy)

is
it

worth considering:
is

the "incarnation."

Language
This

is

is

not

Shelley's

Man exists " but in the future and the
what he is, but what he has been and shall be."
How to "distil working ideas from the obscurest poems" to
use Lord Acton's words is one of the secrets of genius.

apcrcu of Darwinism.
past; being, not

have thus answered everything that has been or lhat can
what I call the fundamental tenet that the science
of language, and what ought to become the fundamental tenet of the science ot
thought, namely, that language and thought, though distinguishable, are inseparable, that no one truly thinks who does not speak, and that no one truly
speaks who does not think." — "Science of Thought," pp. 63-64.
I

company with him.
According

do not deny that they are placed under some general
it seems to me that something entirely independent

the "dress" of thought,

out words.

* E. g.

to join together " thought- word "

any way touches

in

the wider question, whether reasoning, as generally understood,
is

and words are not inseparable. It is all very well
and "word-thought." Yet the
thought is something quite distinct from the mere sound which
A concept is formed from sensations.
stands as a word for it.
Our thoughts are occupied with what we see, and feel, and hear,
and this primarily. Thus it is that, in the wider sense of thinkThis is the mental experience which
ing, we can think in pictures.
Professor Tyndall so highly prizes. He likes to picture an imaginary process, not in words, not even by keeping words in the
background, but in a mental presentation of the things themselves
Surely, then, if the mind can
as they would affect his senses.
attend to its own reproduction of former sensations, and even
form new arrangements of sensations for itself quite irrespective
of word-signs, as Mr. Galton and most other thinkers have experienced, it is evident that thought and language are not inseparable.
All this is, of course, somewhat apart from Professor Miiller's
restricted theory.
But the question follows, how from these wider
thoughts do we become possessed of the faculty of abstraction?
Does not the one shade imperceptibly into the other? Professor
It is at this
Miiller answers no, and here I think he is at fault.
that thoughts

hope

I

possibly be adduced against

—

—

A. Grenfell.
[The conclusion of this correspondence has
issue. Ed.]

to be

deferred to our next
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CORRESPONDENCE.

Dr. Carus' use of the word incision in place of caesura, the

Latin term,

MR. BARNARD'S DEFENSE OF HIS CRITICISM.
To

the Editors:
I

regret exceedingly that

my

criticism of Dr. Carus' article

was looked upon by him as "scurrilous." Had I known of the
disposition with which he would have received it I should probably have never written the letter, but now that it has been done I
feel

that justice

which

my

demands

that

I

prove true those statements

shall

and in so doing save myself from the
which a "scurrilous critic" must expiate his

letter contained,

abvss of execration

in

letter

I

said

Dr. Carus "begins by explaining the

construction of the Latin distich" (Latin in this instance).
offer his own words in evidence: "The form of the verses
their

Roman

dactylic

prototype the distich

;

i.

e.

hexameter and a pentameter."

I

now

is

like

two

lines consisting of a

Is

not this an explana-

of" the construction of the Latin distich?" Dr. Carus goes
more exhaustive explanation in the article which called
forth my criticism and ends h\- presenting a schedule of a distich,
but I have quoted enough of the explanation to answer my present purpose and will now turn to his letter and quote from it.
Dr. Carus says, in quotation marks as though quoting from
tion

into a

his

article,

"

I

poet's verses.'"

said

'

This

The Xenions
is

his

answer

are
to

imitations of a

my

Roman

statement that " Dr.

Carus begins by explaining the construction of the Latin distich."
I was surprised on looking over his article to find that the sentence " the Xenions are imitations of a Roman poet's verses " was
not there, yet Dr. Carus informs us that that was what he said.
It would be of interest to me and perhaps some others if Dr. Carus
would point out that division of his article in which the sentence
occurs.
I criticised his use'of the words "meter" and "meters,"
instead of foot and feet.
The ground upon which my criticism

was based was the fact that the words foot and feet are used in
speaking of the divisions of a line of verse in the standard English
treatises on prosody.
What the Greek terms are Dr. Carus has
and in claiming the right to use them in this instance he
seems to me, become inconsistent, for he gives as his reason
for not using the word caesura a desire " to avoid the Latin and
Greek terminology." I said the use of the words meter and
meters to designate foot and feet was ungrammatical. I still
adhere to that belief, but wish to qualify my statement by saying
that their use is unwarranted in an article written in English unless
it be a translation.
The words foot and feet are not misleading
in any way whatever.
In my letter I stated that Dr. Carus "as a crowning error
omitted to speak of the caesura which divides the hexameter," and
To this he
I also censured him for omitting it from his schedule.
replies "that the hexameter can have many caesuras," gives examples, and then says "accordingly, it would have been an impossibility to adorn my schedule with the caesura of the hexameter."
Why "an impossibility"? Is the fact that the hexameter can
have many caesuras a reasonable excuse for failing to mention it?
for failing to note that the caesura always has a place in a true
hexameter? And now let us examine his schedule and see if he
As he
is warranted in omitting the caesura from its hexameter.
gives it, it consists of five dactylic feet and one trochaic or spondaic foot, six feet in all.
Its equivalent in words would be:

little

bitterness.

I

am

am

informed
Therethat the word "casura is derived from ardcrc, 'to cut.'"
fore, since making an incision is but to cut, Dr. Carus feels justified in

using the word incision to denote the separation of a verse

two

into

parts.

definition of the

Webster (last edition) yields the following as the
word caesura: "C.esi/ra. Latin. A cutting off,

a division, stop,

from

Reference

to

or division in a verse

;

A pause
by the ending of a word, or by

caedre, caesum, to cut off (Pros)

a separation,

a pause in the sense, of syllables rythmical!} connected."

My
my

defended by him with not a

is

advised "to consult the English dictionaries" and

crime.

In
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suggestion of the word division as the proper one
Dr. Carus says the word " caesura

tained by Webster.

from ccedere, to
from the word
'

incision
to

is

make

cut.' "

ccedere,

not " to cut

a division,

is

is

is

sus-

derived

Webster says the word caesura is derived
which means " to cut off" To make an
not to separate

oft"," is

;

but

" to

cut

oft "

is

word "division" can
but the word " incision " can-

to separate; thus the

be used in place of the word caesura,
not be properly so used.
Dr. Carus misunderstands my statement regarding his disposition to make hexameters whether the original lines were hex-

ameters or not. I meant that the upper line of the distich, while
it should be an hexameter, was often lame and imperfect, and I said
in effect that Dr. Carus strove to make hexameters whether the
originals were true ones or not, and that in doing so he not seldom

which there was no warrant. The meaning
amusing extent.
I mentioned the first and thirteenth of the distichs as examples of translations which seemed to me imperfect and not seldom
unworthy. I should have said "the first (commencing with those

added expressions

for

of this he distorts to an

written by Goethe and Schiller) and the thirteenth, as well as the
one addressed to the Muse, are inadequate translations." That I
did not express this clearly I am conscious, and regret that as a

Carus was led to reproduce the wrong distichs except
one case that of the one addressed to the Muse. Examination will, I feel sure, prove the justice of my criticism of these

result Dr.

—

in

told us,

three distichs.

has,

the
translator must be thoroughly conversant with
resources of a language ere so difficult a thing as the translation

it

Like the wild rush of the

se;i

coming between

|l

that aye bellows and foams in

its

anger,

and
the remainder of the line.
To say that " it would have been an
impossibility " to place a caesura in his schedule of an hexameter is
equal to saying that an hexameter has no caesura. He could have
put one in either of the several places where it might occur, and
should have done so.
the caesura

the

first

syllable of the third foot

A

of poetry into

it

may

work may be sure

who

be attempted, and he

that in

essays to do this

no other way can he so

easily evince his

wealth or poverty of ability as a translator.

me

Let

say again that

I

regret the necessity of writing this

some extent I was misunderand this misrepresented, I have treated the subject
again and at this length. I am unambitious of continuing the
discussion, and I trust that in this, my last word, enough truth is
expressed to justify me in the position which r have taken.
second

letter; but

feeling that to

stood

W.

CONCLUDING COMMENTS BY

F.

Barnard.

DR. CARUS.

received instead of an apology a defense of Mr. Barnard's
criticism, and will again take the trouble of patiently pointing
I

out

its

errors.

My

words,

"The Xenions

are imitations of a

verses," are a condensation of a longer

The

fact

that the

is,

Greek

Roman

literature

Roman

poet's

my

essay.

passage in

had become so fashionable

in

Rome

poets abandoned their old style and introduced

Martial selected for his Xenions the Greek
and Schiller and Goethe when imitating him, selected
the distich also, which, unobjectionably, remains Greek in this
and any other instance.
The reason now presented in defense of "foot" for "meter"
is true only so far as some English prosodists use the terms foot
and meter as synonyma. Whenever they do, they merely prove

Greek measures.
distich,
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that they are not well informed.

on

this subject

man, but

is

it

among

no apology

who means

critic

The confusion which

lexicographers

scholar and

for the

prevails

an excuse to any other

is

still

less for the

Such

feet.

is

the

Christianity," "The
Causes of the Present Condition of
Women," " Heathen and Christian Superstition," etc. She
may be addressed care of Fritz Schiitz, editor of Rundschau,

of

New

to censure others.

Concerning the use of foreign terms, it is advisable to omit
them in popular essays, but it is quite consistent with this rule to
use them whenever necessary.
Consistency is a test of truth,
and it is consistent to say, if cxsuras are divisions of a line of verse,
and if, also, feet are "the divisions of a line of verse," that
caesuras are

COURT.

consequence of looseness

Ulm, Minnesota.

BOOK REVIEWS.
Journal d'uk Piiilosophe.

Par Lucicn Arriat.
Alcan, 108 Boulevard Saint-Germain. 1887.

in

expression.

Paris: FeMix

This handsomely printed volume

is a medley of essays and
numbering forty-seven, dealing with all sorts of

In regard to the ca-sura of the hexameter I brierlv repeat, as
there are many different caesuras we can not put the ca-sura in a

letters,

schedule of an hexameter, and if
it would have been misleading.

treating of philosophy too briefly and superficially to justify the

I

had put

I

in a (viz.,

any) ca-sura,

many more

omitted

things of

no less importance than the caesuras of the hexameter. My not
mentioning them is by no means equivalent to a declaration that
they do not exist.

am now

I

my

told that

true hexameters)

is

"disposition to

make hexameters"

the reason why, as

"faithfulness to the text

must be

stated

in

sacrificed as a result;" viz. faith-

new

arsin-a

and

mology.

make

Ccedere

is

cadere

fall,"

The word

ccedere.

down

derived
the

is

related to each other as in

"to sit" and "to

set,"

and

ccedere, " to cut,"

was

origi-

we may judge from its etyfrom cadere " to fall " and means " to
causitive verb of cadere. They are
" to fall "

English

German

and

" to fell,"

fallen and fallen.

or as

Ca-sura

means a cutting down, and then any cutting or a cut"Incision" would be a free translation which suits the
occasion and which for our purpose is as literal as it can be. The
English word " incision " is derived from the same root as
originally
ting

oil.

" ca-sura," lor

is

it

the Latin incisio

which was originally

iiictrsio.

Incisiois the act of cutting, while ccesnra

means the cut produced.
word " ctesure " from cresura,

The English might have formed the
So is happens that for a translation of "caesura"
we have to resort to its cousin-word (it is rather its nephew)

but they did not.
" incision."

Must I add that "division " belongs to quite another province
of words, being derived from the Latin divisio? It is a separation

much more comparable
a sieve.

to a selection

by choice or

to the sifting in

may have been intermingled.
can sometimes besynonyma is a matter

Before the division the parts

That incision and division
of course.
I

Im Hexameter steigt des
Im Pentameter drauf

Springquells flussige Saule,

In the hexameter rises the jet of a wonderful fountain,

Which

Einem

then gracefully back

following distich
ist sie

Science to one

She

is

a

falls.

addressed to Science:

is

die hohe, die

1st sie die milchende

In the pentameter

himmlische Gottin, dem anderen

Kuh, Die ihn mit Butter

versorgt.

the Goddess, majestic

and lofty,— to th' other
cow who supplies Butter and milk for his home.
is

Mrs. Hedwig Ileinrich-Wilhelmi, a writer of ability, is
expected to arrive this fall in New York, and to lecture before the
Turners and other German freethinkers, on such subjects as
"

Moral Responsibility,"

"

Cremation,"

"

Origin and

Working

two imaginary

s himself as much more of a botanist than a metaphysician.
He gives to the collection what little unity it possesses, by telling
how he wins a lady whose only objection to marrying him is that

her brother has been dishonest, and she has

made up her mind

o

expiate his crime, and keep the disgrace within the family, by

whom

to a

she does not care

much

for.

Her name,

Mile.

gentler character, one of several imag-

womanhood, and not

a very high one.
That any
have thus taken in vain the name of his mistress
is so incredible, that this circumstance works with others to justify
the suspicion that the collection has been made up hastily, and
mainly from materials written long before. The essay just
referred to, that on "The Genius of Women," is much the longest
in the volume; and' the central idea is, that whatever a woman
may be otherwise, she is universally and characteristically a
mother, and either wishes to be one or else regrets that she is not.
"Some women," he adds, " have a foolish ambition for escaping
from the rule of their sex. Is it worth while to spoil one's true
genius without succeeding in stripping off one's nature? Can we
suppose that evolution has been artificial as regards one sex in all
places and since the beginning of time?"
If M. Arre'at were to
visit America, he would see that one of the noblest results of
evolution has been the emancipation of women. His conclusions
are never revolutionary and he usually does not reach any, but
drops a subject almost as soon as he takes it up. Two of these
flashes of criticism are called out by M. Guyau, whose IrreligionoJ
the Future has already been noticed incidentally in The Open
Court. "You have without doubt, read the last book of M.
Guyau," writes one friend to the other. "This distinguished philosopher announces the end of positive religions and forms of
real lover could

;

worship.

I,

religious

man

I

too,

think that the

man

of the future will not be the

of the past; and a scientific conception has long
in

my thoughts.

But

consider that this great novelty of a society without a church

involves two hypotheses, that of the unlimited progress of the

and that of an equality of intellectual growth among all
society.
But the irreligion, in which many are at
present, is far from being a permanent and proper moral condition; and the masses may perhaps, find a philosophy capable not
only of satisfying their hopes of a religion, but of fulfilling its
office of moral discipline, take shape amid strange vicissitudes."
More valid is the objection that the theory of "one of our most
distinguished philosophers, M. Guyau," that art is a stimulus of
life which produces pleasure, does not account for the fact that
artistic beauty is always the result of some special kind of artistic
industry. The literary criticisms are the best part of the work;
but on the whole it is too much like those collections of letters
addressed to no one in particular, which were formerly produced
in great numbers in this country and England, but speedily found
their way to the dead letter office of literary history.
F. M. H.
race,

Fallt sie melodisch herab.

the

of

ago taken the place of the ancient doctrines

quote the distichs to which Mr. Barnard refers above:

The

most prominent

portraj

given

word "division," I
However, he should

education, ethics and theology, but

are here represented as interchanging their thoughts,

a cousin

trees as

in

who

B., is also

the

art,

especially as the

authors,

marrying

advised him to consult English dictionaries.
not resort to Webster's authority for an explanation of the Latin
nally used for cutting

title,

inary types of

As Mr. Barnard apparently misapplied

words

questions in literature,

Any

Mr. Barnard's expense.

entirely at

is

this

all

idea of faithful-

fulness in reproducing the deficiencies of the originals.

amusement which can be derived from
ness

(viz.i

the criticism'

in

classes in

